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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Advanced Discrete Mathematics
Graph Algorithms, Algebraic Structures, Coding Theory, and
Cryptography
Sriraman Sridharan and R. Balakrishnan
Discrete Mathematics has permeated the whole of mathematics so much so that, it has
now come to be taught even at the high school level. This book covers advanced topics
in Discrete Mathematics and its applications to day-to-day problems in several areas. It is
intended for graduate students of Computer Science, Mathematics and Engineering. A
number of examples have been given to enhance the understanding of concepts. The
programming languages used are Pascal and C.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2018: 235 x 156: 210pp
Hb: 978-0-815-34739-2: £79.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815347392

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Conformal Mappings and Applications
Prem K. Kythe, University of New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
The subject of conformal mappings is a major part of geometric function theory that gained
prominence after the publication of the Riemann mapping theorem - for every simply
connected domain of the extended complex plane there is a univalent and meromorphic
function that maps such a domain conformally onto the unit disk. The Handbook of
Conformal Mappings and Applications is a compendium of almost every conformal map
of simply connected domains to-date, with diagrams and description, and all possible
applications in different scientific disciplines, such as static fields in electricity and
magnetism, various mathematical models and methods including solutions of certain
integral equations.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 254 x 178: 800pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74847-7: £190.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18023-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138748477

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The Elements of Advanced Mathematics, Fourth
Edition

Steven G. Krantz, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri,
USA
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
The Elements of Advanced Mathematics, Fourth Edition is the
latest edition of the author’s bestselling series of texts. Expanding
on previous editions, the new Edition continues to provide
students with a better understanding of proofs, a core concept
for higher level mathematics. To meet the needs of instructors,
the text is aligned directly with course requirements. The author
connects computationally and theoretically based mathematics,
helping students develop a foundation for higher level
mathematics. To make the book more pertinent, the author
removed obscure topics and included a chapter on elementary

number theory, along with new exercises and proof techniques.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2017: 235 x 156: 390pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50631-2: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14689-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-89834-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138506312

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Matrix Inequalities and Their Extensions to Lie
Groups

From Linear Algebra to Differential Equations with
Applications

Tin-Yau Tam and Xuhua Liu
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
Matrix Inequalities and Their Extensions in Lie Groups gives a
systematic and updated account of recent important extensions
of classical matrix results, especially matrix inequalities, in the
context of Lie groups.It is the first systematic work in the area
and will appeal to linear algebraists and Lie group researchers.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

R. B. Khandeparkar, Sadashiv Deo and J. Vasundhara Devi
This text book provides results in Linear Algebra and the latest developments in differential
equations involving matrices, i.e., matrix differential equations. This theoretical content will
be amply supported by applications from various disciplines of both science and
engineering. This book will provide both the mathematical content and applications of
the theory in various disciplines.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2018: 235 x 156: 325pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36146-6: £110.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815361466

Market: Mathematics
June 2018: 235 x 156: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79616-3: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-79617-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498796163

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Non-Associative Algebra and Its ApplicationsGorenstein Homological Algebra

Edited by Lev Sabinin
With contributions derived from presentations at an international
conference, Non-Associative Algebra and Its Applications
explores a wide range of topics focusing on Lie algebras,
nonassociative rings and algebras, quasigroups, loops, and
related systems as well as applications of nonassociative algebra
to geometry, physics, and natural sciences. This book covers
material such as Jordan superalgebras, nonassociative
deformations, nonassociative generalization of Hopf algebras,
the structure of free algebras, derivations of Lie algebras, and
the identities of Albert algebra. It also includes applications of
smooth quasigroups and loops to differential geometry and

relativity.

Alina Iacob
Gorenstein homological algebra is an important area of mathematics, with applications in
commutative and noncommutative algebra, model category theory, representation theory,
and algebraic geometry. While in classical homological algebra the existence of the
projective, injective and flat resolutions over arbitrary rings is well known, things are a little
different when it comes to Gorenstein homological algebra. The main open problems in
this area deal with the existence of the Gorenstein injective, Gorenstein projective and
Gorenstein flat resolutions. This book is suitable for mathematicians, especially graduate
students with an interest in homological algebra and its applications.

CRC Press
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06549-9: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-315-15967-6

Chapman and Hall/CRC* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138065499
October 2017: 254x178
Hb: 978-1-138-40206-5: £145.00
Pb: 978-0-824-72669-0: £178.00
eBook: 978-1-420-00345-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138402065

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Polynomials in Finite GeometryLinear Methods
Peter Sziklai, Eotvos L. University, Budapest, HungaryDavid Hecker and Stephen Andrilli
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its ApplicationsSeries: Textbooks in Mathematics
The main topic is what the title indicates: to collect, survey and categorize the results and
theories achieved in the last 30 years with “polynomial methods”, mostly (but not exclusively)

The Linear Methods textbook covers elementary topics in linear algebra with freshman
liberal arts majors as the target audience. Although the textbook includes some theoretical

in finite geometries. It contains techniques based on the careful examination of coefficientstopics, these are covered at an elementary level. In this way, students can have some flavor
of polynomials, resultants, algebraic curves, subspaces generated by certain polynomials,of the abstract nature of linear algebra without the rigorous approach that would be
random-like behaviour, etc. Our polynomials are usually defined over a finite field, and theyexpected of mathematics majors. We also include proofs of several interesting theorems
express some combinatorial or geometric property of a combinatorial or geometric structure.and properties to give students a justification for some of the results that are presented.

However, only selected statements are proved. We go through several types of applications of the methods. There are more than a hundred
exercises with short solutions.Chapman and Hall/CRC

Market: Mathematics Chapman and Hall/CRC
August 2018: 235 x 156: 450pp Market: Mathematics
Hb: 978-1-138-06292-4: £139.99 October 2018: 235 x 156: 304pp
Pb: 978-1-138-04921-5: £69.99 Hb: 978-1-498-73596-4: £57.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16969-9 eBook: 978-1-498-73597-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138062924 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498735964
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Algorithmics of Nonuniformity
Micha Hofri, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Massachusetts, USA and Hosam
Mahmoud, George Washington University, Washington, District of Columbia, USA
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
The subject is at the crossroads of Discrete Mathematics and Computer Science, with a
strong probabilistic flavor. The main tools used before are on the one hand analytic
(generating functions and complex analysis), and on the other probabilistic (strong laws,
central limit theorems, martingales, etc.) Often, professionals worked with one set of tools
or the other. We offer a reconciliation to espouse these fields to come in hand-in-hand
offering a harmonious and beneficial marriage.

CRC Press
Market: Mathematics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 552pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75071-4: £89.00
eBook: 978-1-498-75072-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498750714

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Computational Complexity of Counting and
Sampling
Istvan Miklos, Renyi Institute, Budapest, Hungary
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
The purpose of the book is to give a comprehensive and detailed introduction to the 
computational complexity of counting and sampling. The book will consist of three main 
topics: Counting problems that are solvable in polynomial running time; Approximation 
algorithms for counting and sampling; Holographic algorithms.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-138-07083-7: £115.99
Pb: 978-1-138-03557-7: £57.99
eBook: 978-1-315-26695-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138070837

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Engineering Mathematics with MATLABAn Introduction to Real Analysis
Won Y. Yang, Young K. Choi, Jaekwon Kim, Man Cheol Kim, H. Jin Kim and Taeho
Im

Ravi P. Agarwal, Texas A&M University–Kingsville, USA,
Cristina Flaut and Donal O'Regan
This book provides a compact, but thorough, introduction to
the subject of Real Analysis. It is intended for a senior
undergraduate and for a beginning graduate one-semester
course. Although several exceptional books on real analysis have
been written, the present rigorous and transparent introductory
text can be used directly in class for students of mathematics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

The aim of this book is to help the readers understand the concepts, techniques,
terminologies, and equations appearing in the existing books on engineering mathematics
using MATLAB. Using MATLAB for computation would be otherwise time consuming,
tedious and error-prone. The readers are recommended to have some basic knowledge
of MATLAB.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
January 2018: 279 x 216: 741pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05933-7: £89.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16368-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138059337

Market: Mathematics
February 2018: 235 x 156: 278pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39685-7: £79.99
eBook: 978-1-351-18064-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815396857

TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Foundations of Discrete Mathematics with
Algorithms and Programming

Background and Recent Developments of Metric
Fixed Point Theory

Sriraman Sridharan and R. BalakrishnanEdited by Dhananjay Gopal, Poom Kumam and Mujahid
Abbas
This book focusing on Metric fixed point theory is designed to
provide an extensive understanding of the topic with the latest
updates. It provides a good source of references, open questions
and new approaches. While the book is principally addressed
to graduate students, it is also intended to be useful to
mathematicians, both pure and applied.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Discrete Mathematics has permeated the whole of mathematics so much so it has now
come to be taught even at the high school level. This book presents the basics of Discrete
Mathematics and its applications to day-to-day problems in several areas. This book is
intended for undergraduate students of Computer Science, Mathematics and Engineering.
A number of examples have been given to enhance the understanding of concepts. The
programming languages used are Pascal and C.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2018: 235 x 156: 350pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37848-8: £79.99
eBook: 978-1-351-01914-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815378488

Market: Mathematics
December 2017: 235 x 156: 262pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36945-5: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-351-24337-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815369455

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Mathematical Modelling of Waves in Multi-Scale
Structured Media

Elastic Waves
High Frequency Theory
Vassily Babich and Aleksei Kiselev Alexander B. Movchan, University of Liverpool, United

Kingdom, Natasha V. Movchan, University of Liverpool,
United Kingdom, Ian S. Jones, Liverpool University, United
Kingdom and Daniel J. Colquitt
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
Mathematical Modelling of Waves in Multi-Scale Structured
Media presents novel analytical and numerical models of waves
in structured elastic media, with emphasis on the asymptotic
analysis of phenomena such as dynamic anisotropy, localisation,
filtering and polarisation as well as on the modelling of photonic,
phononic, and platonic crystals.

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes in Mathematics
This book is concerned with mathematical aspects of theory of high-frequency elastic
waves, which is also known as the ray method. The foundations of elastodynamics are
presented along with the basic theory of plane and spherical waves. The ray method is
then described in considerable detail for bulk waves in isotropic and anisotropic media,
and also for the Rayleigh waves on the surface of inhomogeneous anisotropic elastic solids.
The aim of the book is to present a clear systematic description of the ray method, and at
the same time to emphasize its mathematical beauty. Luckily, this beauty is usually not
accompanied by complexity and mathematical ornateness.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
March 2018: 235 x 156: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03306-1: £115.00

Chapman and Hall/CRC* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033061
Market: Mathematics
November 2017: 235 x 156: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78209-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15538-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498782098

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Modeling in Fluid Mechanics
Instabilities and Turbulence
Igor Gaissinski and Vladimir Rovenski
Nonlinear phenomena arise in all fields of physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering,
and are responsible for a variety of effects such as jumping between modes, sudden onset
or vanishing of periodic oscillations, loss or gain of stability etc. Their analysis requires tools
that provide quantitative results and the theoretical knowledge of nonlinear behavior that
allows one to interpret the quantitative results. This volume is dedicated to modeling in
fluid mechanics and is divided into four chapters, which contain a significant number of
useful exercises with solutions. The authors provide relatively complete references on
relevant topics in the bibliography at the end of each chapter.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 254 x 178: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50683-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-02906-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138506831

TEXTBOOK • READER
Modern Engineering Mathematics

Abul Hasan Siddiqi, Sharda University, Greater Noida, India,
Mohamed Al-Lawati and Messaoud Boulbrachene
This book is a compendium of fundamental mathematical
concepts, methods, models, and their wide range of applications
in diverse fields of engineering. It comprises essentially a
comprehensive and contemporary coverage of those areas of
mathematics which provide foundation to electronic, electrical,
communication, petroleum, chemical, civil, mechanical,
biomedical, software, and financial engineering. It gives a fairly
extensive treatment of some of the recent developments in
mathematics which have found very significant applications to
engineering problems.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
December 2017: 235 x 156: 826pp
Hb: 978-1-498-71205-7: £99.00
eBook: 978-1-498-71207-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498712057

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Second-Order Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis
Methodology
Dan Gabriel Cacuci, University of Karlsruhe, Germany
Series: Advances in Applied Mathematics
The Second-Order Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis Methodology generalizes the First-Order
Theory presented in the author’s previous books published by CRC Press. This breakthrough
has many applications in sensitivity and uncertainty analysis, optimization, data assimilation,
model calibration, and reducing uncertainties in model predictions. The book has many
illustrative examples that will help readers understand the complexity of the subject and
will enable them to apply this methodology to problems in their own fields.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
February 2018: 235 x 156: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-498-72648-1: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-498-72649-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498726481

Browse and order online:
www.crcpress.com
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Chemical Graph TheoryA Brief Introduction to Game Theoretic Modeling
Stephan Wagner, Stellenbosch University, South Africa and Hua Wang, Georgia
Southern University, Statesboro, USA

Richard Alan Gillman, Valparaiso University, Indiana, USA and David Housman
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics

Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its ApplicationsThis is an introductory game theory book that quickly moves readers through the
fundamental ideas of game theory to enable them to engage in creative modeling projects The purpose of the book is to provide a concise introduction to the main topics and

techniques in chemical graph theory, specifically the theory of topological indices. It is alsobased on game theoretic concepts. The book is linear, as the chapters are not independent.
Readers should be able to build simple game theoretic models after chapter 3. Each
subsequent chapter adds another feature to the reader’s model-building repertoire.

our hope that the book will serve as a general reference text on the subject. Moreover, we
believe that chemical graph theory has many connections to different branches of graph
theory (such as extremal graph theory, spectral graph theory) that it provides an excellentChapman and Hall/CRC
playground especially for young mathematicians with a special interest in graph theory,
so our hope is for the book to attract people to the subject.

Market: Mathematics
August 2018: 254 x 178: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24809-8: £49.99 Chapman and Hall/CRC
eBook: 978-1-482-24811-1 Market: Mathematics
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482248098 September 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp

Hb: 978-1-498-78601-0: £63.99
eBook: 978-1-498-78602-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498786010

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Crossing Numbers of GraphsA Tour through Graph Theory

Marcus Schaefer, DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois, USA
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
Crossing Numbers of Graphs is the first book devoted to the
crossing number, an increasingly popular object of study with
surprising connections. The field has matured into a large body
of work, which includes identifiable core results and techniques.
The book presents a wide variety of ideas and techniques in
topological graph theory, discrete geometry, and computer
science.

CRC Press

Karin R Saoub
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
A Tour Through Graph Theory introduces graph theory to
students who are not mathematics majors. Rather than featuring
formal mathematical proofs, the book focuses on explanations
and logical reasoning. It also includes thoughtful discussions of
historical problems and modern questions. The book inspires
readers to learn by working through examples, drawing graphs
and exploring concepts.

This book distinguishes itself from others covering the same
topic. It strikes a balance of focusing on accessible problems for
non-mathematical students while providing enough material
for a semester-long course.

Market: MathematicsChapman and Hall/CRC
December 2017: 235 x 156: 350ppMarket: Mathematics
Hb: 978-1-498-75049-3: £77.00November 2017: 235 x 156: 304pp
eBook: 978-1-498-75050-9Hb: 978-1-138-07084-4: £115.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498750493Pb: 978-1-138-19780-0: £61.99

eBook: 978-1-138-19781-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138070844

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Discrete Mathematics with Ducks, Second Edition,Additive Combinatorics
sarah-marie belcastro, Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts, USABela Bajnok, Gettysburg College, USA
Series: Textbooks in MathematicsSeries: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
Discrete Mathematics with Ducks presents a gentle introduction for students who find the
proofs and abstractions of mathematics challenging. Containing exercises and materials

This book deals with additive combinatorics, a vibrant area of current mathematical research.
Additive combinatorics – an offspring of combinatorial number theory and additive number

that engage students at all levels, the first edition was widely well-received. Facilitatingtheory – can be described as the study of combinatorial properties of sumsets in additive
effective and active learning, each chapter contains a mixture of discovery activities,structures. It is a rather new field that is just now coming to its own; although some of its
expository text, in-class exercises, and homework problems. The author’s lively and friendlyresults have been known for centuries, many of its fundamental questions have only been
writing style appeals to both instructors and students alike. The expanded new editionsettled recently or are still unsolved. For this and many other reasons, additive combinatorics
offers new topics, projects and a wealth of new exercises, increasing the number in all
chapters.

provides an excellent area for research by students of any background: it has intriguing
and promising questions for everyone.

Chapman and Hall/CRCChapman and Hall/CRC
Market: MathematicsMarket: Mathematics
December 2018: 254 x 178: 620ppJune 2018: 254 x 178: 488pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05259-8: £69.99Hb: 978-0-815-35301-0: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-315-16767-1eBook: 978-1-351-13762-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138052598* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815353010

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Graph Searching Games and Probabilistic MethodsExperimental Mathematics with Maple

Anthony Bonato and Pawel Pralat
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
Graph Searching Games and Probabilistic Methods  is the first book
that focuses on the intersection of graph searching games and
probabilistic methods. The book explores various applications
of these powerful mathematical tools to games and processes
such as Cops and Robbers, Zombie and Survivors, and
Firefighting.

Written in an engaging style, the book is accessible to a wide
audience including mathematicians and computer scientists.
Readers will find that the book provides state-of-the-art results,
techniques, and directions in graph searching games, especially

from the point of view of probabilistic methods.

Franco Vivaldi
This book places abstraction and axiomatization at the end of a
learning process that begins with computer experimentation.
It introduces the foundations of discrete mathematics and
develops basic computational skills using the latest version of
the powerful MAPLE software. The author's approach is to expose
readers to a large number of concrete computational examples
and encourage them to isolate the general from the particular,
to synthesize computational results, formulate conjectures, and
attempt rigorous proofs. Using this approach, this book enables
readers to build a foundation in discrete mathematics, gain
valuable experience with algebraic computing, and develop a
familiarity with basic abstract concepts, notation, and jargon.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Chapman and Hall/CRCAugust 2017: 234x156
Market: MathematicsHb: 978-1-138-41196-8: £145.00
December 2017: 235 x 156: 346ppPb: 978-1-584-88233-6: £59.99
Hb: 978-1-138-62716-1: £77.00eBook: 978-1-482-28581-9
eBook: 978-1-315-21213-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138411968
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138627161

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Discrete and Combinatorial
Mathematics, Second Edition

Extremal Finite Set Theory
Daniel Gerbner, Alfred Renyi Institute of Mathematics, Hungarian Academy of Sciences
and Balazs Patkos

Edited by Kenneth H. Rosen, Monmouth University,
Middletown, New Jersey, USA
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
Handbook of Discrete and Combinatorial Mathematics  provides
a comprehensive reference volume for mathematicians,
computer scientists, engineers, as well as students and reference
librarians.

The material is presented so that key information can be located
and used quickly and easily. Each chapter includes a glossary.
Individual topics are covered in sections and subsections within
chapters, each of which is organized into clearly identifiable

parts: definitions, facts, and examples.

Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
The book will survey old and new results in the area of extremal set system theory. It presents
an overview of the main techniques and tools (shifting, the cycle method, profile polytopes,
incidence matrices, combinatorial nullstellensatz, etc.) used in the different subtopics.
Chapters of the book will be mostly independent. The topics covered and the tools used
are related. In every chpater, we will privide the detailed proofs of the most important
results and some fo the most recent ones, while the proofs of some other theorems will
be posted as exercises with hints. At the end of every chapter we will gather many open
problems that can be the subject of future research.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
February 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19784-8: £57.99 This second edition includes extensive additions and updates. Since the first edition

appeared in 1999, many discoveries have been made which are covered in this edition.eBook: 978-1-138-19785-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197848

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
December 2017: 254 x 178: 1612pp
Hb: 978-1-584-88780-5: £150.99
eBook: 978-1-315-15648-4
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-30149-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781584887805

3rd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Discrete and Computational
Geometry, Third Edition

Frontiers and Hulls in Euclidean Graphs
From Theory to Practice
Ahcene Bounceur, Universite de Bretagne Occidentale, Department Informatique,
Madani Bezoui, Reinhardt Euler, Universite de Bretagne Occidentale, Departement
Informatique and Marc Sevaux

Edited by Csaba D. Toth, Joseph O'Rourke, Smith College,
Northampton, Massachusetts, USA and Jacob E. Goodman,
City College, New York, New York, USA
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
While much information can be found on discrete and
computational geometry, it is scattered among many sources.
The Handbook of Discrete and Computational Geometry, Third
Edition brings together all of the major results in both these
fields into one volume. Thousands of results, theorems,
algorithms, and tables definitively cover the field, while
numerous applications from many different fields demonstrate

Frontiers and Hulls in Euclidean Graphs reviews the main existing algorithms used to find
convex, concave, external face and boundary nodes of Euclidean graphs. It also presents
some implementations, determining and comparing their complexities. Since the
implementation is application-dependent, either centralized or distributed, we will present
some basic concepts about the centralized and distributed versions. Theoreticians will find
a presentation of different algorithms together with an evaluation of their complexity and
their utilities, as well as their field of application. Practitioners will find some practical and
real-world situations in which the presented algorithms can be used.

Chapman and Hall/CRC practical usage. The material is readily accessible to the novice, but offers enough depth
Market: Mathematics to appeal to the specialist. Every technical term is defined in an easy-to-use glossary. Over

200 figures illustrate the concepts presented and provide supporting examples.
September 2018: 235 x 156: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04891-1: £77.00

Chapman and Hall/CRCeBook: 978-1-315-16989-7
Market: Mathematics* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138048911
November 2017: 254 x 178: 1928pp
Hb: 978-1-498-71139-5: £191.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11960-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-584-88301-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498711395
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Introduction to Radar Analysis, Second EditionHandbook of Geometric Constraint Systems

Principles Bassem R. Mahafza, Georgia Tech Research Institute
Series: Advances in Applied Mathematics
The 2nd Edition of this popular textbook is a major revision. It is
written within the context of communication theory as well as
the theory of signals and noise. Part I bridges the gap between
communication theory, signals and noise and radar system
analysis. Part II is on radar subsystems and associated topics and
includes most common radar signal processing techniques, the
theory of radar detection, coherent and non-coherent
integration, and radar clutter analysis. Part III of this Edition will
analyze special topics in radar systems. Many new exercises are
included and the author provides comprehensive easy to follow

mathematical derivations of all key equations and formulas.

Edited by Meera Sitharam, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA, Audrey St.
John, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts, USA and Jessica Sidman,
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts, USA
Series: Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications
Finite configurations of geometric primitives under local metric and algebraic constraints
arise in many situations in mathematics as well as in engineering and science applications.
The former situations result in multiple perspectives, tools and techniques from algebraic
geometry and topology; from combinatorics; from finite metric spaces, asymptotic geometry
and convex analysis; and from complexity. The latter situations give rise to fresh new
problems and directions.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics Chapman and Hall/CRC
August 2018: 254 x 178: 600pp Market: Engineering - Electrical
Hb: 978-1-498-73891-0: £108.00 November 2017: 254 x 178: 444pp
eBook: 978-1-498-73892-7 Hb: 978-1-498-76107-9: £110.00

eBook: 978-1-498-76109-3
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-849-31879-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498761079

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498738910

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of the Tutte Polynomial
Edited by Joanna A. Ellis-Monaghan, Saint Michael's College, Colchester, Vermont, 
USA and Iain Moffatt
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes in Mathematics
It has become a well-known fact that most graph polynomials are related to the Tutte 
Polynomial in some way. In fact, that area of graph polynomials has grown to such an 
extent that it now has its own subject classification (05C31). This handbook is the first one 
published on the Tutte Polynomial which is a central, heavily-studied object in the field of 
combinatorics with applications in a wide range of other fields such as geometry, biology 
and physics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2018: 235 x 156: 550pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24062-7: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-482-24063-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482240627

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
How to Count
An Introduction to Combinatorics, Third Edition
R.B.J.T. Allenby and Alan Slomson
How to Count: An Introduction to Combinatorics, Third Edition shows how to solve numerous 
classic and other interesting combinatorial problems. The authors take an easily accessible 
approach that introduces problems before leading into the theory involved. Although the 
authors present most of the topics through concrete problems, they also emphasize the 
importance of proofs in mathematics. New to the Third Edition; designed for a one-semester 
course in introductory combinatorics. Contains many more new and stimulating exercises. 
Includes extended biographies of key mathematicians in the area. Ideal for undergraduate 
students in mathematics taking an introductory course in combinatorics.

CRC Press
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09388-1: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-315-10638-0
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-08260-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138093881
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Foundations of Interconnection NetworksComputational System Design in R
A.Yavuz Oruc, University of Maryland, College Park, USA and Manish Kumar Shukla,
Microsoft, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts, USA

A Functional Programming Approach
Brian Rowe, Financial Engineering Program at Baruch College, City University of New
York, NY, USA Suitable for researchers and graduate students in computer science, electrical engineering,

and applied mathematics, this book presents a concise yet complete account of the mostSeries: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis
significant results in interconnection network theory. The authors give a mathematical

Helping readers become successful quants, this book provides them with an understanding
of the principles of computational system design. Modern computational and quantitative

classification and characterization of the key interconnection functions of networks and
establish their switching factor complexities using combinatorial methods. The text leads

systems have specific needs and workflows that must be accounted for when designing readers through the historical development, covering major contributions from Shannon,
an analytical system. The book shows how the functional programming paradigm simplifies Clos, Benes, Cantor, Pinsker, and Margulis. It also explores recent results, such as quantum

switching networks.this design and acts as a lingua franca to the mathematical and computational models.
The book describes quantitative development in terms of the statistical programming
language R. Chapman and Hall/CRC

Market: Networks
October 2018: 235 x 156: 300ppChapman and Hall/CRC
Hb: 978-1-466-55942-4: £57.99Market: Statistics
eBook: 978-1-466-55943-1August 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466559424Hb: 978-1-466-57067-2: £69.99

eBook: 978-1-466-57068-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466570672

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Formal Grammars, Automata, and
Applications

Computer Algebra
Concepts and Techniques
Edmund A. Lamagna Robinson Thamburaj, Gnanaraj Thomas and Atulya K. Nagar
The goal of this book is to demystify Computer Algebra Systems for a wide audience
including students, faculty, and professionals in scientific fields such as computer science,

The theory of formal languages and automata is one of the important and fundamental
areas of theoretical computer science. While formal grammars are generating families of

mathematics, engineering, and physics. Unlike previous books, the only prerequisites are languages, automata are seen as recognition devices. The main focus of the subject of this
knowledge of first year calculus and a little programming experience—a background that proposed book is on normal forms, closure properties, characterisations and decidability
can be assumed of the intended audience. The book is written in a lean and lively style, results. In order to make the readers appreciate the use of the subject in other fields, we
with numerous examples to illustrate the issues and techniques discussed. It presents the exhibit some applications in many areas such as Grammatical Inference, Pattern Matching
principal algorithms and data structures, while also discussing the inherent and practical
limitations of these systems.

and Cryptography. This book is intended for Computer Science, Engineering, and
Mathematics disciplines.

CRC Press CRC Press
Market: Mathematics Market: Mathematics
June 2018: 235 x 156: 375pp August 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09314-0: £69.99 Hb: 978-1-138-06247-4: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10701-1 eBook: 978-1-315-16157-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138093140 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138062474

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Information Theory and Data
Compression, Third Edition

Formal Methods in Computer Science
Jiacun Wang and William Tepfenhart
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics Peter D. Johnson, Jr., Auburn University, Alabama, USA
This textbook gives students a comprehensive introduction to formal methods and their
application in software and hardware specification and verification. It has three parts: The

This unique text imparts the fundamentals of both information theory and data compression.
Although the two topics are related, this text allows either topic to be presented

first part introduces some fundamentals in formal methods, including set theory, functions, independently and the data compression section requires no previous knowledge of
finite state machines, and regular expressions. The second part focuses on logic, a powerful information theory. The treatment of information theory is theoretical and abstract but

elementary.formal language in specifying systems properties. It is composed of four chapters:
propositional logic, predicate logic, temporal logic, and model checking. The third part

Chapman and Hall/CRCpresents the most popular formal language in system behavior modeling, Petri nets. It has
three chapters: Petri nets, timed Petri nets and high-level Petri nets.

Market: Mathematics
December 2018: 254 x 178: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24681-0: £57.99Chapman and Hall/CRC
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482246810Market: Computer Science & Engineering

September 2018: 235 x 156: 350pp
Pb: 978-1-498-77532-8: £63.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77533-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498775328
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Iterative Methods and Preconditioning for Large
and Sparse Linear Systems with Applications

Daniele Bertaccini, University of Roma Tor Vergata, Rome,
Italy and Fabio Durastante, Università degli Studi
dell'Insubria, Dipartimento di Scienza ed Alta Tecnologia,
Como, Italy
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
This book describes, in a basic way, the most useful and effective
iterative solvers and appropriate preconditioning techniques
for some of the most important classes of large and sparse linear
systems.

The solution of large and sparse linear systems is the most
time-consuming part for most of the scientific computing
simulations. Indeed, mathematical models become more and

more accurate by including a greater volume of data, but this requires the solution of larger
and harder algebraic systems. In recent years, research has focused on the efficient solution
of large sparse and/or structured systems generated by the discretization of numerical
models by using iterative solvers.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
February 2018: 235 x 156: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76416-2: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-498-76417-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498764162

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Mathematics at the Meridian

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Stochastic Methods in Advanced Scientific
Computing
Kurt Langfeld, Plymouth University, UK, Biagio Lucini, Swansea University, UK and 
Massimo D'Elia, University of Pisa, Italy
Stochastic phenomena play a central role in various scientific disciplines and underpin 
applications in popular industrial sectors. The purpose of the book is to introduce the reader 
to advanced concepts in the analysis of stochastic models starting from a detailed, intuitive 
and yet rigorous presentation of basic concepts. A special emphasis will be placed on 
problem solving and numerical implementations, with detailed solutions to all of the results 
and source code in the C programming language provided. The book will also cover recent 
specialised techniques for popular problems, providing a valuable reference for advanced 
readers with an active interest in the field.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 450pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79633-0: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-79634-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498796330

TEXTBOOK • READER
The Cryptoclub Workbook
Using Mathematics to Make and Break Secret Codes

The History of Mathematics at Greenwich

Janet Beissinger
Celebrating the work of renowned mathematician Jerome A.
Goldstein, this reference compiles original research on the theory
and application of evolution equations to stochastics, physics,
engineering, biology, and finance. The text explores a wide range
of topics in linear and nonlinear semigroup theory, operator
theory, functional analysis, and linear and nonlinear partial
differential equations, and studies the latest theoretical
developments and uses of evolution equations in a variety of
disciplines. Providing nearly 500 references, the book contains
discussions by renowned mathematicians such as H. Brezis, G.

Edited by Raymond Gerad Flood and Anthony John Scott Mann, University of
Greenwich
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Numerical Analysis and Scientific Computing Series
Mathematicians at Greenwich have been pioneers of scientific computing since the
foundation of the Royal Observatory in 1675. Early Astronomers gathered astronomical
data with the purpose of enabling navigators to compute their longitude at sea and
organised the work of computing tables for the Nautical Almanac on safety-critical
computing systems. The 19th century saw influential critiques of Charles Babbage’s
mechanical calculating engines, and in the 20th century pioneered the automation of
computation. The 21st saw computational mathematics has find many new applications.
This book presents an account of the mathematicians who worked at Greenwich and their
achievements.

CRC Press
Market: Mathematics
July 2018: 235 x 156: 200pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36879-3: £38.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815368793

Dummy text to keep placeholder
MATLAB Handbook with Applications to
Mathematics, Science, Engineering, and Finance

Da Prato, N.E. Gretskij, I. Lasiecka, Peter Lax, M. M. Rao, and R. Triggiani.

A K Peters/CRC Press
December 2017: 279 x 216: 656pp
Hb: 978-1-138-41314-6: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-568-81298-4: £15.99
eBook: 978-1-439-87114-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138413146

The Universal Computer
The Road from Leibniz to Turing, Third Edition

Martin Davis
The breathtakingly rapid pace of change in computing makes
it easy to overlook the pioneers who began it all. Written by
Martin Davis, respected logician and researcher in the theory of
computation, The Universal Computer: The Road from Leibniz
to Turing explores the fascinating lives, ideas, and discoveries
of seven remarkable mathematicians. It tells the stories of the
unsung heroes of the computer age – the logicians. New to the
thrid edition; much expanded version of the discussion of
artificial intelligence and current technology, and the way it
confirms the significance of Turing’s pencil-and-paper universal
machine. Further exploration of the relationship between
Kronecker and Cantor.

Jose Miguel David Baez-Lopez, Universidad de las Américas, Puebla, Mexico and
David Alfredo Baez Villegas
The purpose of this handbook is to allow users to learn and master the mathematics
software package MATLAB, as well as to serve as a quick reference to some of the most
used instructions in the package. A unique feature of this handbook is that it can be used
by the novice and by experienced users alike. For experienced users, it has four chapters
with examples and applications in engineering, finance, physics, and optimization. Exercises
are included, along with solutions available for the interested reader on the book’s web
page. These exercises are a complement for the interested reader who wishes to get a
deeper understanding of MATLAB and Simulink.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2018: 254 x 178: 500pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62645-4: £77.00

CRC Press

eBook: 978-1-315-22845-7

Market: Mathematics

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138626454

January 2018: 254 x 178: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38402-1: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-50208-6: £33.99
eBook: 978-1-315-14472-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815384021
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Uncertainty Quantification in Variational
Inequalities
Theory, Numerics, and Applications
Baasansuren Jadamba, Rochester Institute of Technology, New York, USA, Akhtar
Khan and Fabio Raciti, Universita' di Catania
Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) is an emerging and extremely active research discipline
which aims to quantitatively delineate any uncertainty in applied models. The primary
objective of this book is to present a comprehensive treatment of uncertainty quantification
in variational inequalities (and some of its generalizations such as quasi-variational
inequalities) emerging from various network, economic, and engineering models.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2018: 229 x 152: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62632-4: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-315-22896-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138626324

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Wavelet Methods for Solving Partial Differential
Equations and Fractional Differential Equations
Santanu Saha Ray and Arun Kumar Gupta
The main focus of the book is to implement wavelet based transform methods for solving
the problem of fractional order partial differential equations arising in modelling real physical
phenomena. This book explores the analytical and numerical approximate solution obtained
by wavelet methods for both classical and fractional order partial differential equations.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
January 2018: 254 x 178: 273pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05381-6: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16718-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138053816
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Morrey SpacesAn Illustrative Introduction to Modern Analysis
Introduction and Applications to Integral Operators and PDE’sNikolaos Katzourakis and Eugen Varvaruca, University

Alexandru Ioan Cuza, Iasi, Romania
This textbook, aimed primarily at undergraduate level university
students, considers the principles of modern analysis. Particular
effort has been made to give a contemporary account of the
most rudimentary notions and results, in the greatest possible
simplicity. Based on series of lectures notes and tutorial exercises
courses on Analysis, Fundamental Principles of Modern Analysis
does not contain just theorems and proofs, but also detailed
comments on or the “know-how” and targeted motivations of
“why we do and what we do”. The book also covers in topics
that are most often treated separately in courses on Topology
(or Metric Spaces), Measure Theory and Functional Analysis.

Yoshihiro Sawano, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Hachioji, Japan, Giuseppe Di
Fazio, Università di Catania, Italy, Denny I. Hakim, Tokyo Metropolitan University,
Hachioji, Japan and Shohei Nakamura, Tokyo Metropolitan University, Hachioji, Japan
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes in Mathematics
The contents of this book are dedicated to the theoretical aspect of Morrey spaces. In
addition, applications to PDEs is provided. Some of the topics described include Bilinear
estimates, Boundedness of pseudo-differential operators; Elliptic differential operators and
Fractional integral operators. This book gives examples in many fields of analysis, functional
analysis, Fourier analysis and so on. Many concrete Banach spaces appear as well as the
boundedness of the operators. In addition, the reader will grasp important notions of
reflexivity and separability of Banach spaces. Finally, interpolation theory is also covered.

Chapman and Hall/CRCChapman and Hall/CRC
Market: MathematicsMarket: Mathematics
July 2018: 254 x 178: 500ppDecember 2017: 235 x 156: 558pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76551-0: £100.00Hb: 978-1-138-71827-2: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-76552-7eBook: 978-1-315-19586-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498765510* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138718272

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Nonlinear Reaction-Diffusion-Convection EquationsElementary Differential Equations
Lie and Conditional Symmetry, exact Solutions and Their ApplicationsKenneth Kuttler, Brigham Young University

Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
Elementary Differential Equations presents the standard material
in a first course on differential equations, including all standard
methods which have been a part of the subject since the time
of Newton and the Bernoulli brothers. The emphasis in this book
is on theory and methods and differential equations as a part of
analysis.

The book mentions the main computer algebra systems, yet the
emphasis is placed on MATLAB and numerical methods which
include graphing the solutions and obtaining tables of values.

Roman Cherniha, Institute of Mathematics of National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Mykola Serov, Department
of Mathematics, National Technical University, Ukraine and
Oleksii Pliukhin, Department of Mathematics, National
Technical University, Ukraine
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
It is well known that symmetry-based methods are very powerful
tools for investigating nonlinear partial differential equations
(PDEs), notably for their reduction to those of lower
dimensionality (e.g. to ODEs) and constructing exact solutions.
This book is devoted to (1) search Lie and conditional
(non-classical) symmetries of nonlinear RDC equations, (2)

constructing exact solutions using the symmetries obtained, and (3) their applications for
solving some biologically and physically motivated problems. The book summarises the
results derived by the authors during the last 10 years and those obtained by some other
authors.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
October 2017: 235 x 156: 238pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77617-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-498-77619-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498776172

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Optimization and Differentiation

Simon Serovajsky, Al-Farabi Kazakh National University,
Department of Differential Equations and Control Theory,
Almaty, Kazakhstan
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
Optimization and Differentiation is an introduction to the
application of optimization control theory to systems described
by nonlinear partial differential equations. As well as offering a
useful reference work for researchers in these fields, it is also
suitable for graduate students of optimal control theory.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
October 2017: 235 x 156: 516pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75093-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15244-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498750936

Featured applications are easily understood. Complete 
explanations of the mathematics and emphasis on methods for finding solutions are 
included.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2017: 254 x 178: 574pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74091-4: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18313-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138740914

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Microlocal Analysis on R^n and on NonCompact
Manifolds
Sandro Coriasco
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes in Mathematics
This book will deal with the main aspects of global calculus of pseudo differential 
operators on Rn and on manifolds with conical
/cylindrical ends. Many of the books now out on this topic do not cover some of the most 
recent achievements in this field. It is especially true for the results on manifolds with ends 
and on wave front sets, propagation properties and parabolic problems. This book will 
make it easier for the many researchers in the field to learn more about the study of this 
topic.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
July 2018: 235 x 156: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-482-24958-3: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-482-24959-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482249583
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Rational Billiards, Translation Surfaces and their
Fractal Analogs
Robert Garrett Niemeyer, University of Maine, Orono, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes in Mathematics
This book is on the celebrated topic of rational billiards, translation surfaces and their fractal
analogs. It contains a gentle introduction to Complec analysis and Complex geometry on
Riemann surfaces. The book also touches on the topic of moduli spaces of translation
surfaces and the SL2R action thereon. The author then discusses his own research in fractal
billiards. This book is suitable for advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate
students looking to get into the field of rational billiards and translations surfaces (and their
generalizations, e.g., flows on moduli spaces of translation surfaces).

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 350pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79579-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-498-79580-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498795791
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Algorithmic Trading and Quantitative Strategies
Raja Velu and Maxence Hardy, Chater House 25/F 8 Connaught Road, Central Hong
Kong
Series: Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial Mathematics Series
This book brings together the literature in main stream finance and the tools presented in
quantitative finance with a focus on what is being practiced in industry. The author begins
with the economic theory behind price formation and tests the model that results from
the theory and suggests algorithms to detect and exploit the anomalies. The book provides
a comprehensive description of the methodologies both published and unpublished, but
being practiced. The strength of the book is the intuitive approach to developing algorithms
– based on statistical techniques, machine learning ideas, and optimization methods.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
October 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-498-73716-6: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-73719-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498737166

TEXTBOOK • READER
Derivative Pricing
A Problem-Based Primer
Ambrose Lo
Series: Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial Mathematics Series
The proliferation of financial derivatives over the past few decades, options in particular,
has underscored the increasing importance of derivative pricing literacy. This textbook
adopts a mathematically rigorous yet widely accessible pedagogical approach, providing
a formal treatment of derivative pricing methodologies and their underlying theory. The
abundance of examples and problems makes the book particularly suitable for advanced
undergraduates, beginning graduates as well as professionals who need a fundamental
understanding of how and, more importantly, why derivative pricing works.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
July 2018: 235 x 156
Hb: 978-1-138-03335-1: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-315-30123-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033351

TEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Stock Portfolio Management
Gatfaoui Hayette, Rouen School of Management, France
Series: Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial Mathematics Series
Emphasizing the need for knowledge of modern finance theory in portfolio management,
this text explains why theory should precede mathematics when it comes to money
management. It presents key concepts underlying portfolio management theory, followed
by examples and applied exercises to enforce understanding of concepts and principles.
The author introduces the basic notions of finance such as markets, uncertainty, and random
asset prices and explains the economic grounds of stock portfolio optimization. The book
also covers the asset selection process, efficient portfolios building, Markowitz optimization
methodology, and performance assessment tools.

CRC Press
July 2018: 235 x 156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-439-81190-0: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-439-81191-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439811900
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Knot TheoryCrocheting Adventures with Hyperbolic Planes
Second EditionTactile Mathematics, Art and Craft for all to Explore, Second Edition
Vassily Manturov, Moscow State University, Russia and Igor Mikhailovich NikonovDaina Taimina
Over the last fifteen years, the face of knot theory has changed due to various new theories
and invariants coming from physics, topology, combinatorics and algebra. It suffices to

Winner, Euler Book Prize, awarded by the Mathematical Association of America. With over
200 full color photographs, this non-traditional, tactile introduction to non-Euclidean

mention the great progress in knot homology theory (Khovanov homology andgeometries covers early development of geometry and connections between geometry,
Ozsvath-Szabo Heegaard-Floer homology), the A-polynomial which give rise to strongart, nature, and science. For the crafter or would-be crafter, there are detailed instructions
invariants of knots and 3-manifolds, in particular, many new unknot detectors. New to thefor how to crochet various geometric models and how to use them in explorations. New
Second Edition; discusses Heegaard-Floer homology theory and A-polynomial of classical
links. Updates throughout the book.

to the 2nd Edition; Daina Taimina discusses her own adventures with the hyperbolic planes
as well as the experiences of some of her readers. Includes recent applications of hyperbolic
geometry such as medicine, architecture, fashion & quantum computing. CRC Press

Market: MathematicsCRC Press
March 2018: 235 x 156: 528ppMarket: Mathematics
Hb: 978-1-138-56124-3: £100.00March 2018: 254 x 203: 256pp
eBook: 978-0-203-71092-0Hb: 978-1-138-30115-3: £38.99
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-31001-7eBook: 978-0-203-73273-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138561243Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-568-81452-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138301153

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Twists, Tilings, and TessellationsFinite Geometries
Mathematical Methods for Geometric OrigamiGyorgy Kiss and Tamas Szonyi

The subject of Finite Geometries is a central part of discrete mathematics. Structures from
Finite Geometries have led to solutions of open problems in extremal combinatorics, design

Robert J. Lang, http://www.langorigami.com, Alamo,
California, USA
Twists, Tilings, and Tessellation describes the underlying
principles and mathematics of the broad and exciting field of
abstract and mathematical origami, most notably the field of
origami tessellations. It contains folding instructions, underlying
principles, mathematical concepts, and many beautiful photos
of the latest work in this fast-expanding field.

A K Peters/CRC Press

theory, and coding theory and cryptography. However, there are no recent textbooks in
finite geometry that have a broad scope. This book discusses non-Desarguesian planes
and explains the recent proof techniques using polynomials in case of Desarguesian planes.
Some applications in extremal combinatorics are also mentioned.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-498-72165-3: £57.99
eBook: 978-1-498-72166-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498721653

February 2018: 756pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56306-3: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-568-81232-8: £53.99
eBook: 978-1-439-87358-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138563063

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Willmore Energy and Willmore ConjectureIntegration and Cubature Methods

Edited by Magdalena D. Toda, Texas Tech University,
Lubbock, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
This book is the first monograph dedicated entirely to Willmore
energy and Willmore surfaces as contemporary topics in
differential geometry. While it focuses on Willmore energy and
related conjectures, it also sits at the intersection between
integrable systems, harmonic maps, Lie groups, calculus of
variations, geometric analysis and applied differential geometry.

Rather than reproducing published results, it presents new
directions, developments and open problems. As well as
mathematicians and physicists, this book is a useful tool for

postdoctoral researchers and advanced graduate students working in this area.

A Geomathematically Oriented Course
Willi Freeden, Technical University of Kaiserslautern,
Germany and Martin Gutting, University of Siegen
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
In industry and economics, the most common solutions of partial
differential equations involving multivariate numerical
integration over cuboids include techniques of iterated
one-dimensional approximate integration. In geosciences,
however, the integrals are extended over potato-like volumes
(such as the ball, ellipsoid, geoid, or the Earth) and their boundary
surfaces which require specific multi-variate approximate
integration methods. Integration and Cubature Methods: A
Geomathematically Oriented Course provides a basic foundation

for students, researchers, and practitioners interested in precisely these areas, as well as
breaking new ground in integration and cubature in geomathematics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
October 2017: 235 x 156: 142ppChapman and Hall/CRC
Hb: 978-1-498-74463-8: £77.00Market: Mathematics
eBook: 978-1-498-74464-5November 2017: 235 x 156: 501pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498744638Hb: 978-1-138-71882-1: £125.00

eBook: 978-1-315-19567-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138718821
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Applied Directional Statistics
Modern Methods and Case Studies
Edited by Christophe Ley, Ghent University Ghent, Belgium and Thomas Verdebout,
Universite libre de Bruxelles
The primary targeted audience is researchers in statistics, but also in domains where
directional statistics play a fundamental role such as earth sciences (geology, oceanography,
seismology), meteorology, biology (in particular studies of animal behavior), environmetrics,
astrophysics, machine learning, image analysis and bioinformatics. This book describes
new data-driven methodologies and case studies. The idea is that all contributors will write
self-contained papers, with introductions mentioning the main tools their contribution
needs.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
October 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-138-62643-0: £92.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138626430

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Statistics in Engineering, Second Edition
Andrew Metcalfe, University of Adelaide, Australia and Tony Greenfield, Greenfield
Research, UK
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
This is a textbook for an undergraduate course in statistics for engineers with a minimal
calculus prerequisite. The second edition differs from existing books in three main aspects:
it is the only introductory statistics textbook written for engineers that uses R throughout
the text, there is an emphasis on statistical methods most relevant to engineers that are
illustrated with practical applications, and there is an emphasis on random number
generation and simulation, all very useful features in engineering.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
September 2018: 235 x 156: 700pp
Hb: 978-1-439-89547-4: £49.99
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-412-49220-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439895474
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Model-Based Machine Learning
John Michael Winn, Microsoft Research Ltd., Cambridge, United Kingdom
This book is unusual for a machine learning text book in that the authors do not review
dozens of different algorithms. Instead they introduce all of the key ideas through a series
of case studies involving real-world applications. Case studies play a central role because
it is only in the context of applications that it makes sense to discuss modelling assumptions.

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Beauty of Mathematics
Jun Wu
A series of essays introducing the applications of machine learning and statistics in natural 
language processing, speech recognition and web search for non-technical readers.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics

Each chapter therefore introduces one case study which is drawn from a real-world
application that has been solved using a model-based approach.

October 2018: 235 x 156: 450pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04967-3: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-04960-4: £38.99

Chapman and Hall/CRCeBook: 978-1-315-16949-1
Market: Computer Science & Engineering* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138049673
October 2018: 254 x 178: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-498-75681-5: £69.95
eBook: 978-1-498-75682-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498756815

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Chain Event Graphs

Rodrigo A. Collazo, University of Warwick, United Kingdom,
Christiane Görgen, University of Warwick, United Kingdom
and Jim Q. Smith, University of Warwick, United Kingdom
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis
A chain event graph (CEG) is an important generalization of the
Bayesian Network (BN). BNs have been extremely useful for
modeling discrete processes. However, they are not appropriate
for all applications. Over the past six years or so, teams of
researchers led by Jim Smith have established a strong
theoretical underpinning for CEGs. This book systematically and
transparently presents the scope and promise of this emerging
class of models, together with its underpinning methodology,
to a wide audience.

CRC Press
Market: Statistics
January 2018: 235 x 156: 234pp
Hb: 978-1-498-72960-4: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-498-72961-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498729604

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Graphical Models
Edited by Mathias Drton, University of Chicago, Steffen Lilholt Lauritzen, Marloes
Maathuis and Martin Wainwright, Department of Statistics, University of California,
Berkeley
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical Methods
Graphical models are a statistical tool used for a wide range of applications. There has been
a huge amount of research in this topic across statistics, mathematics and computer science
in the last few decades, and the timing is right for a handbook that presents an overview
of the state-of-the-art. This handbook presents a comprehensive overview of the area
through a collection of 25-30 chapters from some of the leading researchers. Each chapter
has been carefully edited to ensure that the handbook is consistent in style, level and
notation, and that it is accessible for graduate students and researchers new to the topic.
It is sure to become a landmark reference in the area.

CRC Press
Market: Statistics
July 2018: 254 x 178: 600pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78862-5: £100.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498788625
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Search TheoryA Concrete Introduction to Real Analysis, Second

Edition Some Recent Developments
David Chudnovsky
Search Theory clearly describes the solution of an optimal search
problem with an exponential detection function...covers one-and
two-sided detection problems by furnishing continuous and
discrete time strategies...examines two-sided search strategies
with solutions in "hide and seek" games in many discrete and
continuous bounded and unbounded domanins...presents a
consistent framework for solving complex problems in a unified
way by differential equations...discusses systematic means of
generating tours for optimal search in bounded domains...and
considers a novel class of random search plans.

CRC Press

Robert Carlson, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs,
USA
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
The Second Edition offers a major re-organization of the book,
with the goal of making it much more competitive as a text for
students. The revised edition will be appropriate for a one- or
two-semester introductory real analysis course. Like the first
edition, the primary audience is the large collection of students
who will never take a graduate level analysis course. The choice
of topics and level of coverage is suitable for future high school
teachers, and for students who will become engineers or other
professionals needing a sound working knowledge of
undergraduate mathematics. November 2017: 254x178

Hb: 978-1-138-44194-1: £145.00
Chapman and Hall/CRC

Pb: 978-0-824-78000-5: £168.00Market: Mathematics
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138441941

December 2017: 235 x 156: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77813-8: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-77816-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-584-88654-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498778138

3rd Edition • NEW EDITION3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Strange Functions in Real Analysis, Third EditionApplied Functional Analysis, Third Edition

Alexander Kharazishvili, 322370442A. Razmadze
Mathematical Institute, Tbilisi, Georgia
This book explores a number of important examples and
constructions of pathological functions. After introducing the
basic concepts, the author begins with Cantor and Peano-type
functions, then moves to functions whose constructions require
essentially noneffective methods. These include functions
without the Baire property, functions associated with a Hamel
basis of the real line, and Sierpinski-Zygmund functions that are
discontinuous on each subset of the real line having the
cardinality continuum. Finally, he considers examples of functions
whose existence cannot be established without the help of
additional set theoretical axioms.

J. Tinsley Oden, University of Texas at Austin, USA and
Leszek Demkowicz, The University of Texas at Austin, USA
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
The textbook for Funcational Analysis provides not only solid
mathematical foundations for the subject but, with many
examples drawing from mechanics and science, motivates an
engineering or science student to study the subject, and
provides the necessary connections with applications. The first
part covers an intro to modern mathematics, linear algebra,
Lebesque measure and integration theory, and topology with
metric spaces. The last two chapters cover the actual subject -
theory of Banach and Hilbert spaces, finishing with a short

introduction to Spectral Theory.
Chapman and Hall/CRCChapman and Hall/CRC
Market: MathematicsMarket: Mathematics
October 2017: 235 x 156: 426ppJanuary 2018: 254 x 178: 610pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77314-0: £76.99Hb: 978-1-498-76114-7: £92.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15447-3eBook: 978-1-315-11948-9
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-584-88582-5Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-09195-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498773140* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498761147

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Understanding Real Analysis, Second EditionNeutrices and External Numbers

Paul Zorn, St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota, USA
Understanding Real Analysis, Second Edition  offers substantial
coverage of foundational material and expands on the ideas of
elementary calculus to develop a better understanding of crucial
mathematical ideas. The text meets students at their current
level and helps them develop a foundation in real analysis. The
author brings definitions, proofs, examples and other
mathematical tools together to show how they work to create
unified theory. These helps students grasp the linguistic
conventions of mathematics early in the text. The text allows
the instructor to pace the course for students of different

mathematical backgrounds.

A Flexible Number System
Bruno Dinis, University of Lisbon, Portugal and Imme van den Berg, Universidade
de Évora, Colégio Luís António Verney, Departamento de Matemática, Portugal
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes in Mathematics
The book introduces a new model of orders of magnitude and of error analysis, with
particular emphasis on behaviour under algebraic operations. The model is formulated in
terms of scalar neutrices and external numbers, in the form of an extension of the
nonstandard set of real numbers. The book starts with detailed presentation of the algebraic
structure of external numbers, then deals with the generalized Dedekind completeness
property, applications in analysis, domains of validity of approximations of solutions of
differential equations, particularly singular perturbations. Finally, it describes the family of
algebraic laws characterizing the practice of calculations with external numbers.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Chapman and Hall/CRC Market: Mathematics
Market: Mathematics November 2017: 235 x 187: 336pp
October 2018: 235 x 156: 250pp Hb: 978-1-138-03301-6: £44.99
Hb: 978-1-498-77267-9: £115.00 eBook: 978-1-315-31508-9
eBook: 978-1-498-77268-6 Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-568-81415-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498772679 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138033016
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Mathematical Modeling and
Computer Simulations

Vladimir Mityushev, Wojciech Nawalaniec and Natalia
Rylko
Introduction to Mathematical Modeling and Computer
Simulations is written as a textbook for readers who want to
understand the main principles of Modeling and Simulations in
settings that are important for the applications, without using
the profound mathematical tools required by most advanced
texts. It can be particularly useful for applied mathematicians
and engineers who are just beginning their careers. The goal of
this book is to outline Mathematical Modeling using simple
mathematical descriptions, making it accessible for first- and
second-year students.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
February 2018: 235 x 156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19765-7: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-315-27724-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197657

TEXTBOOK • READER
Mathematical Modeling
Branching Beyond Calculus

Crista Arangala, Elon University, North Carolina, USA, Nicolas
S. Luke, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University, Greensboro, USA and Karen A. Yokley, Elon
University, North Carolina, USA
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
Most modeling texts tend to target students with a background
in either differential equations or statistics and probability. This
text will begin with models at a different level, starting with
students with a Calculus I background. The text will emphasize
biological models as well as from other disciplines. Biology
applications and models will encourage students from this
discipline to appreciate higher mathematics. The emphasis on

mathematical biology will be unique to this text. There are several applications that will
be highlighted throughout the text, using different modeling techniques to model the
same application. Mathematica will be integrated into the book.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
January 2018: 254 x 178: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77071-2: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-77073-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498770712
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONTEXTBOOK • READER
Displaying Time Series, Spatial, and Space-Time
Data with R, 2ed

Applied Differential Equations with Boundary Value
Problems

Oscar Perpinan Lamigueiro, ETSIDI-UPM, Madrid, SpainVladimir Dobrushkin, Brown University, Providence, Rhode
Island, USA
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
This version of the author's DE text will include a new chapter
on Linear Boundary Value Problems for instructors who want to
add this coverage to their DE course.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series
This book will provide methods to display space-time data using R. The code of each
method will be detailed and commented through practical examples with real data. The
second edition will discuss new interactive R packages and Add introductory sections with
easier examples to show the basics of the most important packages and functions.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08997-6: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-08998-3: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-315-10887-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138089976

Market: Mathematics
October 2017: 254 x 178: 684pp
Hb: 978-1-498-73365-6: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-498-73371-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498733656

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Elementary Differential Equations, Second EditionComplex Analysis and Special Functions with

Mathematical Software Tools Charles Roberts, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, USA
Series: Textbooks in MathematicsA. Swaminathan
This textbook takes a modeling and computing approach to updating the Elementary or
Ordinary Differential Equations Course. The "age of computing" is upon us and we need

This text emphasizes the special functions that are used in complex analysis. Starting with
the algebraic system of complex numbers, it offers an entry-level course on complex analysis

to develop new courses and methods for teaching differential equations. This textbook isof one variable. It presents the study of analytic functions, conformal mapping, analysis of
an attempt to facilitate some changes. It is designed for instructors who wish to bring thesingularities, and the computation of various integrals. The final three chapters introduce
computer into the classroom and emphasize and integrate the use of computers in themore advanced topics and applications. The book provides examples of applications to
teaching of differential equations. Many examples and exercises require the use of some
computer software to solve a problem.

™, and MATLAB.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
April 2018: 229 x 152: 552pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77608-0: £82.00
eBook: 978-1-498-77611-0

various physical problems and explains how to use Mathematica

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
June 2018: 235 x 156: 550pp
Hb: 978-1-439-85742-7: £44.99
eBook: 978-1-439-85743-4

Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-81908-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439857427

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498776080

TEXTBOOK • READER33rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Elementary Linear AlgebraCRC Standard Mathematical Tables and Formulas,

33rd Edition James R. Kirkwood, Sweet Briar College, Virginia, USA and
Bessie H. Kirkwood
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
Elementary Linear Algebra is written for the first undergraduate
course. The book focuses on the importance of linear algebra
in many disciplines such as engineering, economics, statistics,
and computer science. The text reinforces critical ideas and
lessons of traditional topics. More importantly, the book is written
in a manner that deeply ingrains computational methods.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Edited by Daniel Zwillinger
Series: Advances in Applied Mathematics
Containing more than 6,000 entries,  CRC Standard Mathematical
Tables and Formulas, 33

rd
 Edition continues to provide essential

formulas, tables, figures and detailed descriptions. The newest
edition of this popular series also features many diagrams, group
tables, and integrals that are not available online.

This edition also incorporates important topics such as max plus
algebra, financial options, pseudospectra, and proof methods.
Newly updated topics reflecting new results include coupled
analogues, general relativity, radar, and significant equations of
mathematics. Market: Mathematics

January 2018: 254 x 178: 304pp
Chapman and Hall/CRC Hb: 978-1-498-77846-6: £100.00
Market: Mathematics eBook: 978-1-351-25312-3
January 2018: 235 x 156: 858pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498778466
Hb: 978-1-498-77780-3: £77.00
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-83548-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498777803
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3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Handbook of Ordinary Differential Equations
Exact Solutions, Methods, and Problems

Andrei D. Polyanin, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
and Valentin F. Zaitsev, Russian State Pedagogical
University, St. Petersburg
The  Handbook of Ordinary Differential Equations: Exact Solutions,
Methods, and Problems,  is an exceptional and complete reference
for scientists and engineers as it contains over 7,000 ordinary
differential equations with solutions. It contains more equations
and methods used in the field than any other book currently
available. Included are exact, asymptotic, approximate analytical,
numerical symbolic and qualitative methods that are used for
solving and analyzing linear and nonlinear equations. The authors
also present formulas for effective construction of solutions and

many different equations arising in various applications like heat transfer, elasticity,
hydrodynamics and more.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2017: 254 x 178: 1496pp
Hb: 978-1-466-56937-9: £230.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11763-8
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-420-08723-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466569379

TEXTBOOK • READER
Linear Algebra
James R. Kirkwood, Sweet Briar College, Virginia, USA and Bessie H. Kirkwood
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
This is the second of a two-part set of books for the undergraduate linear algebra sequence.
The text is for the more advanced course taught in most mathematics departments. This
course is based around matrix theory and focused on the theory of linear algebra. In addition
to the chapters found in the author's Elementary Linear Algebra, here he offers seven
additional chapters including the Jordan Canonical Form and The Perron-Frobenius
Theorem, The book emphasizes intutition as well as rigor. It offers a historical perspective.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
October 2018: 254 x 178: 500pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77685-1: £76.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77686-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498776851

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Missing and Modified Data in Nonparametric
Estimation

TEXTBOOK • READER
Principles of Real Analysis
Hugo D. Junghenn, The George Washington University, Washington, D.C., USA
The aim of this text is to prepare the reader for advanced courses in analysis, probability, 
harmonic analysis, and applied mathematics at the doctoral level. The book is also suitable 
as a means to prepare for qualifying exams in real analysis. It is designed so that the reader 
or instructor may be selective in choosing topics to suit a variety of needs. The text includes 
a wide variety of detailed topics and it is hoped that the text will be seen as both a valuable 
reference and as an efficient and streamlined excursion through advanced real analysis. 
“Scenic routes” are many and, I hope, enticing, but they are optional and plainly marked.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77328-7: £63.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77329-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498773287

TEXTBOOK • READER
Probability, Statistics, and Reliability for Engineers
and Scientists, Fourth Edition
Bilal Ayyub, University of Maryland, USA and Richard H. McCuen, University of 
Maryland, College Park, USA
Series: Advances in Applied Mathematics
This popular text introduces the fundamentals of probability, statistics, reliability, and risk 
methods to engineers and scientists for the purposes of data and uncertainty analysis and 
modeling in support of decision making. The fourth edition offers an ideal balance of theory 
and applications. It places increased emphasis on simulation, particularly as a modeling 
tool, applying it progressively with projects that continue in each chapter. The authors 
show that data analysis is a continuum rather than the isolated application of different 
methods. Like its predecessors, this book continues to serve its purpose well as both a 
textbook and a reference.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
September 2018: 254 x 178: 500pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06940-4: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11572-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138069404

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Process Capability Analysis
Estimating Quality

Neil W. Polhemus
This book considers the problem of estimating the percent of
nonconforming items in a process from the ground up. It
examines methods based on both attribute data and variable
data. For variable data, it looks at the basic techniques that were
initially developed for data from normal distributions and
considers how they must be modified to deal with non-normal
data. The importance of capability indices and their relationship
to the percent of non-conforming items is discussed, as is the
use of statistical tolerance limits. Finally, the book covers an
extension of univariate capability analysis to the multivariate
situation, which is often ignored.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

With R Examples
Sam Efromovich
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied
Probability
The book gives a unified approach to nonparametric curve
estimation based on missing and modified data. Missing data
includes cases of missing at random and missing not at random,
while data modification includes truncation and censoring,
typical in survival analysis, as well as measurement errors and
amplitude modulation. A universal nonparametric series
E-estimator is used whose statistical idea is based on estimation
of a population mean by a corresponding sample mean. While
the approach is straightforward, the asymptotic theory shows

that no other estimator can outperform the E-estimator.

Market: Statistics
December 2017: 235 x 156: 268pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03015-2: £69.99

Chapman and Hall/CRC
eBook: 978-1-315-40574-2

Market: Statistics
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138030152

January 2018: 254 x 178: 443pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05488-2: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16638-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138054882
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Scattering of Waves
Applied Theory
D. N. Ghosh Roy, (816)Utah Center For Advanced Imaging Research (UCAIR), Salt
Lake City, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes in Mathematics
One of the most important areas of study in mathematics, physics and engineering involves
scattering and the propagation of scalar and vector waves. This topic is very mathematical,
which often obscures the physics and engineering of scattering and propagation. It is the
goal of this author to introduce this topic in a manner where the emphasis is placed on
the physical interpretations of the mathematics involved without losing the mathematical
rigor. Lastly, a number of important developments in this field are discussed that have
never been mentioned in books before as they are hidden away in many different journal
articles.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-498-72901-7: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-72902-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498729017

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Variational-Hemivariational Inequalities with
Applications

Mircea Sofonea, University of Perpignan, France and
Stanislaw Migorski, Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Poland
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs and Research Notes
in Mathematics
This research monograph represents an outcome of the
cross-fertilization between nonlinear functional analysis and
mathematical modelling, and demonstrates its application to
solid and contact mechanics. Based on authors’ original results,
it introduces a general fixed point principle and its application
to various nonlinear problems in analysis and mechanics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
October 2017: 235 x 156: 312pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76158-1: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15326-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498761581
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Advanced Topics in Mathematical Analysis
Edited by Michael Ruzhansky, Imperial College London, UK and Hemen Dutta
This edited book is aimed at researchers, graduate students, educators and engineers with
interest in mathematics in general, and in mathematical analysis in particular. The book
aims to present theory, methods, and applications of the selected topics that have recent
research importance and use. Emphasis is put to present the basic developments concerning
each idea in full detail, and also contain the most recent advances made in an area of study.
The text is attempted to be presented in a self-contained manner, providing at least an
idea of the proof of all results, and giving enough references to enable the interested reader
to follow subsequent studies in a still developing field.

CRC Press
Market: Mathematics
June 2018: 235 x 156: 600pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35087-3: £140.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815350873
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Statistical Topics in Health Economics and
Outcomes Research

Edited by Demissie Alemayehu, PhD, Joseph C. Cappelleri, 
PhD, Birol Emir, PhD and Kelly H. Zou, PhD, Pstat
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
There is a need for a volume that presents a coherent and unified
review of the major issues that arise in application, especially 
from a statistical perspective. This book fulfils that need by 
presenting an overview of the key analytical issues and best 
practice. Special attention is paid to key assumptions and 
other salient features of statistical methods customarily used in 
the area, and appropriate and relatively comprehensive 
references are made to emerging trends. The content of the 
book is purposefully designed to be accessible to readers with 

basic quantitative backgrounds, while providing an in-depth coverage of complex 
statistical issues.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2017: 235 x 156: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78187-9: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-498-78188-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498781879

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Bayesian Methods in Pharmaceutical Research
Edited by Emmanuel Lesaffre, Biostatistical Centre, Leuven, Belgium, Gianluca Baio, 
Department of Statistical Science, University College London, UK and Bruno 
Boulanger, Arlenda S.A
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
Bayesian methods have emerged in recent years as the driving force behind methodological 
developments in pharmaceutical research, notably drug development. This edited book 
provides broad coverage of Bayesian methods in pharmaceutical research. It is divided 
into 28 chapters across four major themes: clinical development, post-marketing, product 
development, and additional topics. Each chapter provides an overview of a topic, including 
historical background, methoodology, applications and software implementation. The 
book includes contributions from some of the leading researchers in the field, and has 
been carefully edited to ensure consistency with respect to level and style.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74848-4: £92.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18021-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138748484

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Handbook of Statistical Methods for Randomized
Controlled Trials
Edited by KyungMann Kim, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA, Frank Bretz, 
Novartis, Basel, Switzerland, Ying Kuen Cheung, Columbia University, New York, New 
York, USA and Lisa Victoria Hampson, Statistical Innovation, Advanced Analytics 
Centre, AstraZeneca, Cambridge, UK and Department of Mathematics & Statistics, 
Lancaster University, Lancaster, UK.
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical Methods
This handbook is intended to serve as a reference text on statistical methods for randomized 
controlled trials. It can be used as a textbook for a graduate course in statistical methods 
for randomized controlled trials as well as a reference for those involved in the design, 
monitoring and analysis of randomized controlled trials.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2018: 254 x 178: 600pp
Hb: 978-1-498-71462-4: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-498-71464-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498714624

4th Edition • NEW EDITION
Medical Biostatistics, Fourth Edition

Abhaya Indrayan, Emeritus Professor of Biostatistics, Delhi
University College of Medical Sciences, Delhi, India and
Rajeev Kumar Malhotra, Department of Biostatistics and
Medical Informatics, University College of Medical Sciences,
Delhi, India
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
Encyclopedic in breadth, yet practical and concise, Medical
Biostatistics, Fourth Edition focuses on the statistical aspects of
medicine with a medical perspective, showing the utility of
biostatistics as a tool to manage many medical uncertainties.
This edition includes more topics in order to fill gaps in the

previous edition. Various topics have been enlarged and modified as per the new
understanding of the subject.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
December 2017: 279 x 216: 720pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79953-9: £159.00
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-439-88414-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498799539
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TEXTBOOK • READER
An Introduction to Number Theory with
Cryptography, Second Edition
James Kraft, Gilman School, Baltimore, Maryland, USA and Lawrence Washington
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
Building on the success of the first edition, An Introduction to Number Theory with
Cryptography, Second Edition,  increases coverage of the popular and important topic of
cryptography, integrating it with traditional topics in number theory.

The authors have written the text in an engaging style to reflect number theory's increasing
popularity. The book is designed to be used by sophomore, junior, and senior
undergraduates, but it is also accessible to advanced high school students and is appropriate
for independent study. It includes a few more advanced topics for students who wish to
explore beyond the traditional curriculum.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
January 2018: 235 x 156: 578pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06347-1: £79.99
eBook: 978-1-351-66411-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138063471

Dummy text to keep placeholder
An Invitation to the Rogers-Ramanujan Identities

Andrew V. Sills, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro,
USA
The Rogers--Ramanujan identities are a pair of infinite
series—infinite product identities that were first discovered in
1894. Over the past several decades these identities, and
identities of similar type, have found applications in number
theory, combinatorics, Lie algebra and vertex operator algebra
theory, physics (especially statistical mechanics), and computer
science (especially algorithmic proof theory). Presented in a
coherant and clear way, this will be the first book entirely
devoted to the Rogers—Ramanujan identities and will include
related historical material that is unavailable elsewhere.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
October 2017: 235 x 156: 234pp
Hb: 978-1-498-74525-3: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-315-15192-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498745253

TEXTBOOK • READER
Fundamental Number Theory with Applications,
Third Edition
Mark Hunacek
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
An update of the most accessible introductory number theory text available, the Third
Edition presents a mathematically rigorous yet easy-to-follow treatment of the fundamentals
and applicationst. Builing upon a substantially revised Second Edition, the new edition
offers a new introductory chapter, "What is Number Theory?", adds Gaussian integers and
introduces some quadratic number fields in which factorization into primes was not unique,
and and appendix on basic logic and proof techniques. Many new exercises are added.
Taking a truly elementary approach to number theory, this text supplies the essential
material for a first course on the subject.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04893-5: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16986-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138048935
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TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Optimization-Based Decision
Making

Mathematical Modeling for Business Analytics
William P. Fox, Naval Postgraduate School
Series: Textbooks in Mathematics
Mathematical Modeling for Business Analytics  is written for
decision makers at all levels. This book presents the latest tools
and techniques available to help in the decision process. The
interpretation and explanation of the results are crucial to
understanding the strengths and limitations of modeling. This
book emphasizes and focuses on the aspects of constructing a
useful model formulation, as well as building the skills required
for decision analysis. The book also focuses on sensitivity analysis.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Joao Luis de Miranda and Mariona Vila Bonilla
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Series in Operations Research
The aim of this book is to provide an elementary and self-contained introduction to the
basic ideas of making decisions in an optimization-based environment. Any
optimization-based model must be well motivated and the authors discuss the reasons
behind using such models. Starting from the basic ideas, the authors guide the reader from
the development of a model to the completion of the task. By doing this they provide
readers with the opportunity to fully appreciate the decision making process.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
November 2018: 235 x 156: 275pp
Hb: 978-1-138-71216-4: £69.99

Market: Mathematics eBook: 978-1-315-20032-3
December 2017: 235 x 156: 430pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138712164
Hb: 978-1-138-55661-4: £92.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15020-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138556614

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Understanding Analytic Hierarchy ProcessOperations Research
Konrad KulakowskiA Practical Introduction, Second Edition
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Series in Operations ResearchMichael Carter, University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Camille C. Price, Stephen F.

Austin State University, Nacogdoches, Texas, USA and Ghaith Rabadi, Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia, USA

One of the best-known multi-criteria decision-making methods is Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP). The method provides a convenient and versatile framework for modelling

Series: Advances in Applied Mathematics multi-criteria decision problems, evaluating alternatives and deriving final priorities. Rather
than imposing a "correct" decision, AHP allows the user to create a ranking of alternatives,

This textbook offers an introduction to Operations Research and as fundamental preparation
for more advanced courses in linear and nonlinear optimization and various stochastic

then choose the one which is the best (or among the best). At the core of AHP is a pairwise
comparisons (PC) method. This is an old technique known in various forms since at least

models and analyses. Many students in mathematics, industrial engineering, computer the Middle Ages. AHP uses and develops the PC method. The aim of this book is to provide
the reader with a critical guide to AHP.science, economics and finance may take only one course in Operations Research, with

the hope of applying the tools of OR in their major fields of endeavor. The book provides
Chapman and Hall/CRCthe best possible succinct and efficient orientation into the area of OR: creating
Market: Mathematicsmathematical models of problems, using applicable algorithms for solving optimization
November 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp

problems, and employing various other methods for studying and analyzing stochastic
systems.

Hb: 978-1-138-03232-3: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-315-39222-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138032323Chapman and Hall/CRC

Market: Mathematics
August 2018: 254 x 178: 500pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78010-0: £99.00
eBook: 978-1-498-78011-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498780100

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Elements of Concave Analysis and Applications
Prem K. Kythe, University of New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
The subject of concave analysis involves both concave and convex functions and their
generalizations. The aim of the book is to provide a basic and self‐contained introduction
to concepts and detailed study of concave and convex functions. It is written in the style
of a textbook, designed for courses in mathematical economics, finance, and manufacturing
design. The suggested prerequisites are multivariate calculus, ordinary and elementary
PDEs, and elementary probability theory. Depending on the curriculum at different
universities and colleges, this book will probably be useful to senior undergraduate students
but definitely beginning graduate students in the above disciplines.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
April 2018: 235 x 156: 356pp
Hb: 978-1-138-70528-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-20225-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138705289
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Stochastic ProcessesBayesian Inference for Stochastic Processes
An Introduction, Third EditionLyle D. Broemeling, Medical Lake, Washington, USA

The book aims to introduce Bayesian inference methods for stochastic processes. The
Bayesian approach has advantages compared to non-Bayesian, among which is the optimal

Peter Watts Jones and Peter Smith
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
Based on a well-established and popular course taught by the
authors over many years, Stochastic Processes: An Introduction,
Third Edition, discusses the modelling and analysis of random
experiments, where processes evolve over time. The text begins
with a review of relevant fundamental probability. It then covers
gambling problems, random walks, and Markov chains. The
authors go on to discuss random processes continuous in time,
including Poisson, birth and death processes, and general
population models, and present an extended discussion on the
analysis of associated stationary processes in queues.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

use of prior information via data from previous similar experiments. Examples from biology,
economics, and astronomy reinforce the basic concepts of the subject. R and WinBUGS.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics - MAS
December 2017: 254 x 178: 432pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19613-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-30359-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138196131

Market: Statistics
October 2017: 235 x 156: 255pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77811-4: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77812-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498778114

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Weakly Stationary Random Fields, Invariant
Subspaces and Applications

Large Covariance and Autocovariance Matrices
Arup Bose, Indian Statistical Institute Stats and Math Unit Kolkata and Monika
Bhattacharjee, University of Florida Informatics Institute

Vidyadhar S. Mandrekar, Michigan State University, East
Lansing, USA and David A. Redett, Indiana University-Purdue
University, Fort Wayne
This is the first book to examine weakly stationary random fields
and their connections with invariant subspaces (an area
associated with functional analysis). It comprehensively reviews
the current literature as well as presenting the central issues and
most important results within this area. The manuscript is suitable
for advanced Ph.D. students and researchers, especially those
conducting research on Gaussian theory.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability
The material will be based on very recent advances in the theory and application of large
covariance and autocovariance matrices. Technologies and methods in medical sciences,
image processing, and other fields generate data where the dimension is large compared
to the sample size and may also increase as the next set of measurements become available.
Theoretical and practical study of such type of data has attracted recent attention of
researchers since most of the methods in finite dimensional set up do not work in these
cases, even asymptotically. This book will be mainly focused on the topics in
high-dimensional situations.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
October 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30386-7: £92.00

Market: StatisticseBook: 978-0-203-73065-2
November 2017: 235 x 156: 182pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138303867
Hb: 978-1-138-56224-0: £110.00
eBook: 978-0-203-70973-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138562240

TEXTBOOK • READER
Linear Models and the Relevant Distributions and
Matrix Algebra

David A. Harville, Iowa State (Emeritus)
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
The book describes the use of linear statistical models as a basis
for statistical inference and the theoretical underpinnings of the
resultant inferential procedures. It covers the relevant
distributions and matrix algebra that is relatively complete and
self-contained. Derivations or proofs are provided for almost all
results; some of these are are not readily available from other
sources. The book includes coverage of some topics that are
typically covered less extensively or not covered at all in other
books on linear models; among these topics are prediction,
multiple-comparison procedures for controlling the FDR, and

spherical/elliptical distributions.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
March 2018: 254 x 178: 524pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57833-3: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-351-26468-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138578333
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Item Response Theory, Volume ThreeBayesian Demographic Estimation and Forecasting
ApplicationsJohn Bryant, Statistics New Zealand, Christchurch and Junni L. Zhang, Peking

University, Haidian District, Beijing, People's Republic of China Edited by Wim J. van der Linden, Pacific Metrics Corporation,
Monterey, California, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Statistics in the Social and
Behavioral Sciences
Drawing on the work of internationally acclaimed experts in the
field, this third volume in a three-volume set highlights the
contributions item response theory (IRT) has made to item
calibration and analysis, person fit and scoring, and test design.
It explores how IRT has advanced large-scale educational
assessments, psychological testing, cognitive diagnosis, health
measurement, marketing research, and the more general area
of measurement of change. The book also covers CRAN

packages, WinBUGS, Bilog MG, Multilog, and numerous other software tools.

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Statistics in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
Demographic estimation and forecasting is an important practical problem. Population
projections are used to guide billions of dollars of expenditure on things such as roads,
housing, shopping complexes, and hospitals. Policy evaluations require detailed estimates
of populations at risk, or of demographic outcomes such as mortality. Demographic
estimation and forecasting is becoming increasingly challenging, due to rising demands
for disaggregation, the decline of traditional censuses, and the need to exploit nontraditional
data sources such as administrative and commercial data. This book presents Bayesian
methods for estimation and forecasting.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
October 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76262-5: £61.99

Chapman and Hall/CRCeBook: 978-1-498-76263-2
Market: Statistics* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498762625
January 2018: 254 x 178: 576pp
Hb: 978-1-466-51433-1: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-466-51444-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466514331

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Multilevel Modeling Using MplusHandbook of Educational Measurement and

Psychometrics Using R Holmes Finch
This book is designed primarily for upper level undergraduate
and graduate level students taking a course in multilevel
modelling and/or statistical modelling with a large multilevel
modelling component. The focus is on presenting the theory
and practice of major multilevel modelling techniques in a variety
of contexts, using Mplus as the software tool, and demonstrating
the various functions available for these analyses in Mplus, which
is widely used by researchers in various fields, including most of
the social sciences. In particular, Mplus offers users a wide array
of tools for latent variable modelling, including for multilevel
data.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Christopher D. Desjardins, University of Minnesota, Center for Applied Research and
Education Improvement, St. Paul, USA and Okan Bulut, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Canada
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series
Currently there are many introductory textbooks on educational measurement and
psychometrics as well as R. However, there is no single book that covers important topics
in measurement and psychometrics as well as their applications in R. The Handbook of
Educational Measurement and Psychometrics Using R covers a variety of topics, including
classical test theory; generalizability theory; the factor analytic approach in measurement;
unidimensional, multidimensional, and explanatory item response modeling; test equating;
visualizing measurement models; measurement invariance; and differential item functioning.

October 2017: 234x156Chapman and Hall/CRC
Hb: 978-1-138-46241-0: £145.00Market: Statistics
Pb: 978-1-498-74824-7: £38.99April 2018: 235 x 156: 305pp
eBook: 978-1-315-16588-2Hb: 978-1-498-77013-2: £61.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138462410eBook: 978-1-498-77014-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498770132

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Nonparametric Models for Longitudinal DataHandbook of Item Response Theory, Three Volume

Set With Implementation in R
Colin O. Wu and Xin TianEdited by Wim J. van der Linden, Pacific Metrics Corporation,

Monterey, California, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Statistics in the Social and
Behavioral Sciences
Drawing on the work of 75 internationally acclaimed experts in
the field, this handbook presents all major item response models,
classical and modern statistical tools used in item response
theory (IRT), and major areas of applications of IRT in educational
and psychological testing, medical diagnosis of patient-reported
outcomes, and marketing research. The three-volume set also
covers CRAN packages, WinBUGS, Bilog MG, Multilog, Parscale,
IRTPRO, Mplus, GLLAMM, Latent Gold, and numerous other

software tools.

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability
This book covers the recent advancement of statistical methods for the analysis of
longitudinal data. Real datasets from four large NIH-supported longitudinal clinical trials
and epidemiological studies illustrate the practical applications of the statistical methods.
This book focuses on the nonparametric approaches, which have gained tremendous
popularity in biomedical studies. These approaches have the flexibility to answer many
scientific questions that cannot be properly addressed by the existing parametric
approaches, such as the linear and nonlinear mixed effects models.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
August 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-466-51600-7: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-466-51601-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466516007

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
January 2018: 254 x 178: 1500pp
Hb: 978-1-466-51439-3: £270.00
eBook: 978-1-482-28247-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466514393
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TEXTBOOK • READER
Using the R Commander
A Point-and-Click Interface for R

John Fox
This book provides a general introduction to the R Commander 
graphical user interface (GUI) to R for readers who are unfamiliar 
with R. It is suitable for use as a supplementary text in a basic or 
intermediate-level statistics course. It is not intended to replace 
a basic or other statistics text but rather to complement it, 
although it does promote sound statistical practice in the 
examples. The book should also be useful to individual casual 
or occasional users of R for whom the standard command-line 
interface is an obstacle. 

Chapman and Hall/CRC
November 2017: 254x178
Hb: 978-1-138-46242-7: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-498-74190-3: £38.99
eBook: 978-1-315-38053-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138462427

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Regression Modelling wih Spatial and
Spatial-Temporal Data
A Bayesian Approach
Robert P. Haining, University of Cambridge, UK and Guangquan Li
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Statistics in the Social and Behavioral Sciences
This book shows how to analyze spatial and spatial-temporal data. It focuses on key datasets 
and data analysis, using the open source software WinBUGS, R, and GeoDa. It examines a 
range of different spatial and spatial-temporal data modeling situations encountered in 
the social and economic sciences. It helps the reader understand the modeling decisions 
that were made in the course of the research, undertake data analysis, and interpret results. 
The book is organized around topics rather than statistical theory.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-482-23742-9: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-482-23743-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482237429

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Spatial Statistics for the Social Sciences
Concepts & Tools for Multidisciplinary Research
Arnab Bhattacharjee, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK, Eduardo Castro, 
University of Aveiro, Portugal, Tapabrata Maiti, Michigan State University, East Lansing, 
USA and Joao Marques, University of Aveiro, Portugal
Spatial statistics is a specialised field of research, concepts and methods directed towards 
addressing problems inherent to the statistical treatment of spatial data. This book is 
directed towards an audience of social and political scientists, much broader than the 
scientific community specialized in spatial statistics and spatial econometrics. As such, it 
will be written in a language appropriate for non-experts, requiring only a basic knowledge 
of statistics and a minimum familiarity with mathematical formalism.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79715-3: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-498-79716-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498797153

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Survey Sampling
Arijit Chaudhuri, Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, India
This venture aspires to be a mix of a textbook at the undergraduate and postgraduate 
levels and a monograph to catch the attention of researchers in theoretical and practical 
aspects of survey sampling at diverse levels demanding a comprehensive review of what 
useful materials have preceded, with an eye to what beacons to the depth of the imminent 
future.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2018: 254 x 178: 245pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77474-1: £63.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77475-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498774741
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Dose-Response Analysis with R
Christian Ritz, NEXS, University of Copenhagen, Denmark, Jens Carl Streibig, Signe
Marie Jensen, Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark and Daniel Gerhard
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series
Dose-response analysis is a technique used to determine the safe and hazardous dosage
of drugs, pollutants, and other substances to which humans and other organisms are
exposed. This book provides a practical and comprehensive overview of methods for
dose-response analysis. It includes many real data examples to illustrate the methods, and
R code is integrated into the text to show how they are implemented. The book is
supplemented by a website with all code and data, and has been written so as to be
accessible to practitioners from biology and chemistry, as well as applied statisticians.

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Advanced R, Second Edition
Hadley Wickham, RStudio, Boston, Massachusetts
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series
Advanced R presents useful tools and techniques for attacking many types of R 
programming problems, helping you avoid mistakes and dead ends. With more than ten 
years of experience programming in R, the author illustrates the elegance, beauty, and 
flexibility at the heart of R. The book develops the necessary skills to produce quality code 
that can be used in a variety of circumstances. You will learn: The fundamentals of R, 
including standard data types and functions Functional programming as a useful framework 
for solving wide classes of problems The positives and negatives of metaprogramming, 
how to write fast, memory-efficient code.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics Chapman and Hall/CRC
October 2018: 235 x 156: 500pp Market: Statistics
Pb: 978-0-815-38457-1: £46.99 October 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-466-58696-3 Hb: 978-1-138-03431-0: £77.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9780815384571 eBook: 978-1-315-27009-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138034310

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Extending RApplied Regression and ANOVA Using SAS

John M. Chambers
Extending R covers key concepts and techniques in R to support
analysis and research projects. It presents the core ideas of R,
provides programming guidance for projects of all scales, and
introduces new, valuable techniques that extend R. A reflection
of what R is today, this guide explains how to design and
organize extensions to R by correctly using objects, functions,
and interfaces. It enables current and future users to add their
own contributions and packages to R.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Patricia F. Moodie and Dallas E. Johnson
Designed for researchers primarily interested in what their data are revealing, this book
presents rigorous statistical methods without burdening readers with matrix algebra and
calculus. For each method, the book discusses its characteristic features, the reasons readers
would want to use it, and its underlying assumptions. A step-by-step approach then guides
readers in applying each method, with SAS code to implement the steps. The book shows
how high resolution, publication-ready graphics associated with regression and ANOVA
methods are produced with virtually no effort by the SAS user.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-439-86951-2: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-439-86952-9

October 2017: 254x178* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439869512
Hb: 978-1-138-46927-3: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-498-77571-7: £47.99
eBook: 978-1-315-38130-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469273

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Graphics for Statistics and Data Analysis with R,
Second Edition

Data Visualization
Robert Grant, Kingston University & St George's, University of London
Series: ASA-CRC Series on Statistical Reasoning in Science and Society Kevin J. Keen, University of Northern British Columbia, Prince George, Canada
There has been huge growth in innovative data visualisations in recent years, and there is
a lot of interest in this topic among academics, the general public, journalists and business

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
The book presents the basic principles of sound graphical design and applies these
principles to engaging examples using the graphical functions available in R. It offers a

people. This book provides an introduction to the general principles of data visualization,
with a focus on practical considerations for people who want to understand them or start

wide variety of graphical displays for the presentation of data, including modern tools formaking their own. It does not cover tools, which are varied and constantly changing, but
data visualization and representation. The second edition will add examples with the Rfocusses on the thought process of choosing the right format and design to best serve the
package ggplot2 in addition to examples with the base and lattice packages in the first
edition.

data and the message. Naturally, the book will have lots of full colour examples of good
and bad data visualizations.

Chapman and Hall/CRCChapman and Hall/CRC
June 2018: 235 x 156: 550ppMarket: Statistics
Hb: 978-1-498-77983-8: £69.99September 2018: 216 x 140
eBook: 978-1-498-77985-2Hb: 978-1-138-55359-0: £40.00
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-584-88087-5Pb: 978-1-138-70760-3: £19.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498779838eBook: 978-1-315-20135-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138553590
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Multiple Imputation in Practice Using IVEwareHandbook of Approximate Bayesian Computation

Edited by Scott A. Sisson, University of New South Wales, 
Australia, Yanan Fan, University of New South Wales, 
Australia and Mark Beaumont, University of Bristol, UK 
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical 
Methods
For the very first time in a single volume, the Handbook of

   Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) presents an extensive  
   overview of the theory, practice and application of ABC methods.      
   These simple, but powerful statistical techniques, take Bayesian 
   statistics beyond the need to specify overly simplified models,  

to the setting where the model is defined only as a process that 
generates data.

The Handbook of ABC provides illuminating insight into the world of Bayesian modelling 
for intractable models for both experts and newcomers alike. It is an essential reference 
book for anyone interested in learning about and implementing ABC techniques to analyse 
complex models in the modern world.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-439-88150-7: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-439-88151-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781439881507

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Mathematical Logic and Theoretical Computer
Science

David Kueker
Mathematical Logic and Theoretical Computer Science covers
various topics ranging from recursion theory to Zariski topoi.
Leading international authorities discuss selected topics in a
number of areas, including denotational semanitcs, reccuriosn
theoretic aspects fo computer science, model theory and
algebra, stability theory, topoi and mathematics, and topoi and
logic.

The most up-to-date review available in its field, Mathematical
Logic and Theoretical Computer Science will be of interest to
mathematical logicians, computer scientists, algebraists,
algebraic geometers, differential geometers, differential

topologists, and graduate students in mathematics and computer science.

CRC Press
November 2017
Hb: 978-1-138-46689-0: £145.00
Pb: 978-0-824-77746-3: £200.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138466890

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Multilevel Modeling Using R

W. Holmes Finch
This book provides a helpful guide to conducting multilevel data
modeling using the R software environment. After reviewing
standard linear models, the authors present the basics of
multilevel models and explain how to fit these models using R.
They show how to employ multilevel modeling with longitudinal
data and demonstrate the valuable graphical options in R. The
book also describes models for categorical dependent variables
in both single level and multilevel data. The book concludes
with Bayesian fitting of multilevel models.

CRC Press
November 2017: 234x156
Hb: 978-1-138-46933-4: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-466-51585-7: £38.99

Trivellore Raghunathan, University of Michigan, Institute of Social Research, Ann 
Arbor, USA, Peter W. Solenberger, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA and Patricia 
A. Berglund, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA
Multiple Imputation is a versatile and general purpose method for analyzing data with 
some missing values. One popular approach is called sequential regression multivariate 
imputation, and the authors here have developed a free software package called IVEware 
that uses this approach. This package works as a standalone, or can be called into SAS, 
STATA, SPSS, and R. It is widely used in research, notably in the survey methodology 
community. This book provides a practical introduction to multiple imputation using 
IVEware. It covers simple and more complex models, and includes a range of case studies 
from clinical trials, social studies and sample surveys.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2018: 235 x 156: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-498-77016-3: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77017-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498770163

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Practical R for Mass Communication and Journalism
Sharon Machlis Garienberg, Computerworld Framingham, MA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series
People working in the media deal with data constantly. Journalists who are interested in 
improving their data skills will find this book useful. The book will concentrate on teaching 
R and will not go into statistical details. Data sets and projects chosen for the book are 
especially important in the journalism market.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2018: 235 x 156: 200pp
Pb: 978-1-138-72691-8: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-315-19111-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138726918

Dummy text to keep placeholder

Spatio-Temporal Statistics with R
Christopher Wikle, Andrew Zammit Mangion and Noel Cressie
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series
The first two authors published a classic book with Wiley entitled 'Statistics for
Spatio-Temporal Data'. This book is a companion volume to that one focussed on the 
implementation of the methods using R. It will include brief overviews of the methodology, 
but will mainly point to their other book, and will then present R vignettes for handling 
computation. It will feature lots of detailed examples and case studies, and exercises - both 
conceptual and computational - for teaching or self-study. It will be supplemented by all 
the R code and data on GitHub. The authors will also publish the book for free on their 
website.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp
Hb: 978-1-138-71113-6: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-351-76972-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138711136

eBook: 978-1-466-51586-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469334
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Statistics in MATLAB
A Primer

MoonJung Cho and Wendy L. Martinez, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Washington, D.C., USA
Statistics in MATLAB: A Primer provides an introduction to the
latest version of MATLAB and its extensive functionality for
statistics. It covers capabilities in the main MATLAB package
and the Statistics Toolbox. The student version of MATLAB
presents examples of how MATLAB can be used to analyze data
and offers access to a companion website with data sets and
additional examples. Ideal for undergraduate and graduate
students in engineering, mathematics, statistics, economics,
biostatistics, and computer science. A valuable addition
to: libraries of researchers in statistics, computer science, data
mining, machine learning, image analysis, signal processing, and

engineering.
Chapman and Hall/CRC
November 2017
Hb: 978-1-138-46931-0: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-466-59656-6: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-466-59657-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469310

Dummy text to keep placeholder
What is Markov Chain Monte Carlo and Why it
Matters
George W. Cobb, Mt. Holyoke College, Dept. of Mathematics, South Hadley,
Massachusetts, USA
This book presents a narrative account of Markov Chain Monte Carlo at a popular level.
The author relies on history to provide a unifying narrative thread; on the centuries-old
tension between “classical” and Bayesian approaches, as a plot theme that can highlight
the importance of MCMC in changing the practice of statistics; and on applied examples
and on metaphor in the hope of conveying the concepts without making technical demands
of the reader.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2018: 235 x 156: 200pp
Hb: 978-1-138-10641-3: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-498-77673-8: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-498-77674-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138106413
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4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
An Introduction to Generalized Linear Models,
Fourth Edition

A Concise Introduction to Statistical Inference
Jacco Thijssen
This short book introduces the main ideas of statistical inference
in a way that is both user friendly and mathematically sound.
Emphasis is placed on the common foundation of many models
used in practice. In addition, the book focuses on the formulation
of appropriate statistical models to study problems in business,
economics, and the social sciences, as well as on how to interpret
the results from statistical analyses. The book will be useful to
students who are interested in rigorous applications of statistics
to problems in business, economics and the social sciences, as
well as students who have studied statistics in the past, but need
a more solid grounding in statistical techniques.

Annette J. Dobson, University of Queensland, Herston, Australia and Adrian Barnett,
Queensland University of Technology, Kelvin Grove, Australia
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
This is the fourth edition of a hugely successful textbook on Generalized Linear Models
(GLMs). It has been adopted around the world in various departments, including statistics,
public health, social sciences, etc. The new edition has been updated with a new chapter
on GLMs for Big Data, and other updates throughout. The examples and exercises have all
been expanded and enhanced to ensure this remains the leading textbook in the area.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2018: 235 x 156: 392ppChapman and Hall/CRC
Hb: 978-1-138-74168-3: £145.00Market: Statistics
Pb: 978-1-138-74151-5: £54.99October 2017: 234x156
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-584-88950-2Hb: 978-1-138-46967-9: £145.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138741683Pb: 978-1-498-75577-1: £44.99

eBook: 978-1-498-75579-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469679

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Analysis of Correlated Data with SAS and R, Fourth
Edition

A Course in the Large Sample Theory of Statistical
Inference

Mohamed M. Shoukri, King Faisal Specialist Hospital & Research Centre, Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia

W. Jackson Hall and David Oakes, University of Rotchester, Rotchester, NY, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science

Presenting in depth discussions of various statistical models and methods needed for the
analysis of medical, biological and biostatistics data, this book emphasizes the analysis of

This book is based on detailed notes prepared by Professor Hall for his signature class on
large sample theory in parametric models, which he taught at the University of Rochester

data when normal distribution assumptions are not tenable. It provides detailed explanationsfor many years, most recently in 2012. It provides a rigorous but accessible introduction to
in situations when data are naturally clustered in groups, whereby the Intra-class Correlationthe topic, using the moving alternative formulation developed by LeCam, but requiring a
Coefficient plays a fundamental role in the model development. This new edition
incorporates several additions that take into account recent developments in the field.

minimum of mathematical prerequisites. The book includes ideas and insights from Professor
Hall's distinguished research career. It also includes many practical examples.

Chapman and Hall/CRCChapman and Hall/CRC
Market: StatisticsMarket: Statistics
April 2018: 254 x 178: 490ppNovember 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19745-9: £89.00Hb: 978-1-498-72606-1: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-315-27773-8eBook: 978-1-498-72608-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138197459* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498726061

TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Analyzing Health Data in R for SAS UsersA Practitioner's Guide to Designing and Analyzing

Observational Biomarker Studies Monika Maya Wahi, Laboure College, Milton, MA USA and
Peter Seebach
This book discusses how to do very routine health data analysis
typically done in SAS in R instead. This book is important because
many SAS users want to try R, but R developers have not focused
on health data analysis cookbooks, so SAS users who want to
try R risk spending a lot of downtime trying to figure out how
to replicate their typical analyses in R. This dissuades SAS users
who analyze health data from trying R, and this book will help
them do the same typical analysis they do in SAS quickly so they
may become interested in adding R to their analytic skills
toolbox. The book assumes the audience has beginning
experience in health data analysis in SAS.

Douglas Landsittel
This text provides an overview of the key issues in designing and analyzing observational
biomarker studies. The failure to properly design and analyze such studies has led to falsely
optimistic expectations regarding biomarker utility. The challenge in presenting relevant
material is that the topics, although already published individually, are spread over a wide
range of articles and textbooks in epidemiology, statistics and clinical research. This text
pulls together all major concepts and presents the material in a non-mathematical fashion.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2018: 235 x 156: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-482-25549-2: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-482-25550-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482255492 Chapman and Hall/CRC

Market: Statistics
November 2017: 235 x 156: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-498-79588-3: £61.99
eBook: 978-1-498-79589-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498795883
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Dummy text to keep placeholder3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Handbook of Mixture AnalysisBayesian Disease Mapping
Edited by Gilles Celeux, Universite Paris-Sud, France, Sylvia Fruhwirth-Schnatter,
University of Vienna, Austria and Christian P. Robert, Universite Paris-Dauphine

Hierarchical Modeling in Spatial Epidemiology, Third Edition
Andrew B. Lawson, Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, USA

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical MethodsSeries: Chapman & Hall/CRC Interdisciplinary Statistics
Mixture analysis is very active research topic in statistics and machine learning. It is a good
timing for a Handbook to present a broad overview of the methods and applications,

This is the third edition of a popular book on Bayesian disease mapping from a researcher
at the forefront of the field. It has been updated with three new chapters, on infectious

suitable for graduate students and young researchers new to the field. This Handbook isdiseases, veterinary disease mapping and zoonosis, and software for disease mapping.
divided into two main parts; the first part covers all the methods, with illustrative examplesThere are corrections and updates throughout; new datasets, examples and case studies;
and guidance on computing where appropriate; and the second part includes some moreand many chapters have seen substantial revision, notably the chapters on spatio-temporal
advanced methodological topics, and a series of case studies presenting applications ofmodels, and surveillance. The book is now supported by a website with all data and code

in WinBUGS, INLA, JAGS, and Stan. mixture analysis in a number of fields, including genomics, medicine, economics, finance
and more.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Chapman and Hall/CRCMarket: Statistics
Market: StatisticsJune 2018: 235 x 156: 512pp
August 2018: 254 x 178: 624ppHb: 978-1-138-57542-4: £100.00
Hb: 978-1-498-76381-3: £100.00eBook: 978-1-351-27176-9
eBook: 978-1-498-76382-0Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-466-50481-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498763813* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138575424

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Quantile RegressionBayesian Regression Modeling with INLA

Edited by Roger Koenker, Victor Chernozhukov,
Department of Economics, MIT, USA, Xuming He,
Department of Statistics, University of Michigan, USA and
Limin Peng
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical
Methods
Since its introduction in the 1970s by Koenker and Bassett,
quantile regression has been gradually extended to a wide
variety of data analytic settings including time series, survival
analysis, and longitudinal data. Applications of quantile
regression can now be found throughout the sciences, including
astrophysics, chemistry, ecology, economics, finance, genomics,

Xiaofeng Wang, Cleveland Clinic Lerner College of Medicine,
Case Western Reserve University, USA, Yu Yue Ryan,
Department of Statistics and CIS, Baruch College, NY, USA
and Julian J. Faraway, University of Bath, UK
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis
This book addresses the applications of extensively used
regression models under a Bayesian framework. It emphasizes
efficient Bayesian inference through integrated nested Laplace
approximations (INLA) and real data analysis using R. The INLA
method directly computes very accurate approximations to the
posterior marginal distributions and is a promising alternative
to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, which come
with a range of issues that impede practical use of Bayesian

models.
medicine, and meteorology. The objective of this volume is to provide a comprehensive
review of recent developments of quantile regression methodology illustrating its
applicability in a wide range of scientific settings.Chapman and Hall/CRC

Market: Statistics Chapman and Hall/CRC
January 2018: 235 x 156: 312pp Market: Statistics
Hb: 978-1-498-72725-9: £69.99 October 2017: 254 x 178: 463pp
eBook: 978-1-498-72726-6 Hb: 978-1-498-72528-6: £92.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498727259 eBook: 978-1-498-72529-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498725286

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Handbook of Statistical Methods for Case-Control
Studies

Design of Experiments for Generalized Linear
Models

Edited by Norman Breslow, Oernulf Borgan, University of Oslo, Dept. of Mathematics,
Norway, Nilanjan Chatterjee, John Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, USA,

Kenneth G. Russell, Formerly Charles Sturt University, Australia
While there are numerous books on the analysis of Generalized Linear Models (GLMs), there
is very little information available on how to design the experiments that will collect the Mitchell H. Gail, Alastair Scott, University of Auckland, New Zealand and Christopher

John Wilddata. This book will describe the theory and methods for designing experiments to collect

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Handbooks of Modern Statistical Methodsdata that will be analysed by GLMs. It shows that the extensive theory underlying design
for linear models does not work for GLMs, and gives practical guidance as to how best to

This handbook provides an in-depth treatment of up-to-date and currently developing
statistical methods for the design and analysis of case-control studies, with a primary focus

design experiments for GLMs. It includes lots of examples to illustrate the topics, and is
supplemented by R code for their implementation.

on case-control studies in epidemiology. Authors will be encouraged to illustrate the
Chapman and Hall/CRC statistical methods they describe by application to datasets that are either already publicly
Market: Statistics available or can be made so. A handbook website will be established that provides readers
September 2018: 235 x 156: 250pp access to those datasets and software used to analyze them. Wherever feasible, authorsHb: 978-1-498-77313-3: £77.00

will be asked to construct their examples using the R statistical language, though programs
in SAS, Stata or other common languages will also be accepted.

eBook: 978-1-498-77316-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498773133

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
August 2018: 254 x 178: 600pp
Hb: 978-1-498-76858-0: £92.00
eBook: 978-1-498-76859-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498768580
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TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Mathematical Models in Population Biology,
Volume I

How Statistics Are Used in Medical Fraud
Assessment

Essential Concepts in BiomathematicsTahir Ekin, Texas State University, San Marcos, TX, USA
Series: ASA-CRC Series on Statistical Reasoning in Science and Society Maira Aguiar, Peyman Ghaffari, Luis Guilherme Alves Mateus and Nico Stollenwerk
This book will educate the general public about statistical methnods to improve medical
fraud assessment by more accurateoverpayment estimation, representative sampling and

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology
The aim of this book is to build a fundamental understanding in Mathematical Biology,
Epidemiology and Ecology. Written for biologists, mathematicians, applied statisticiansuse of data mining methods for fraud detection. In the United States, total health care

related spending reached 2.9 trillion USD and $9255 per person in 2013. It is estimated that and physicists, Mathematical Models in Population Biology: Essential Concepts in
up to 10 percent of annual health care spending is lost to fraudulent transactions. In addition Biomathematics provides a coverage of different topics in mathematical biology from
to the direct cost implications to the government and to the taxpayers, medical fraud also vector-borne diseases, fractional calculus, and stochastic differential equations to

neuro-dynamics, illustrating some important models used for real data.diminishes the ability of the medical systems to provide quality care to the deserving
patients.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Chapman and Hall/CRC Market: Mathematics
Market: Statistics June 2018: 350pp
July 2018: 150pp Hb: 978-1-138-08851-1: £69.99
Hb: 978-1-138-10639-0: £115.00 eBook: 978-1-315-10981-7
Pb: 978-1-138-19742-8: £19.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138088511
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138106390

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Medical Product Safety EvaluationIntroduction to Probability with Texas Hold ’em

Examples, Second Edition Biological Models and Statistical Methods
Jie Chen, Merck Research Laboratories, Joseph Heyse, Merck & Co, Inc., North Wales,
Pennsylvania, USA and Tze Leung Lai, Stanford University, California, USA

Frederic Paik Schoenberg
Introduction to Probability with Texas Hold'em Examples
illustrates both standard and advanced probability topics using
the popular poker game of Texas Hold'em, rather than the typical
balls in urns. The author uses students' natural interest in poker
to teach important concepts in probability.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
Statistical methods in safety signal detection and data mining play an increasingly important
role in the identification, investigation and further confirmation of safety problems that
might be attributed to the use of medical products. Appropriate applications of these
methods and their integration into routine practice in medical product development will
ensure early detection of true safety signals, reduce the rate of false signals and false
non-signals, and hence protect the health of consumers.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
April 2018: 235 x 156: 338pp
Hb: 978-1-466-50808-8: £92.00
eBook: 978-1-351-02198-2

November 2017: 216 x 140 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466508088
Hb: 978-1-138-46965-5: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-498-77618-9: £46.99
eBook: 978-1-315-18665-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469655

TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Modelling, Inference and Data AnalysisMathematical and Statistical Skills in the

Biopharmaceutical Industry A Second Course in Statistics
Miltiadis C. Mavrakakis, Imperial College London, United Kingdom and Jeremy
Penzer, London School of Economics, UK

A Pragmatic Approach
Arkadiy Pitman, Hemoglobin Oxygen Therapeutics LLC, Souderton, Pennsylvania,
USA, Oleksandr Sverdlov, EMD Serono, Inc. and L. Bruce Pearce, Biologics Consulting
Group

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
Modelling, Inference and Data Analysis brings together key topics in mathematical statistics
and presents them in a rigorous yet accessible manner. It covers aspects of probability,Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
distribution theory and random processes that are fundamental to a proper understanding

This book will discuss an integral, pragmatic approach to solving day-to-day problems
relevant to biostatistics function in the pharmaceutical industry. It will emphasize the

of inference. The book also discusses the properties of estimators constructed from a
random sample of ends, with sections on methods for estimating parameters in time series

importance of logical systematic thinking, clear problem formulation and answering research models and computationally intensive inferential techniques. The text challenges and
questions in selected terms. The presentation is the quintessence of the authors’ experience excites the more mathematically able students while providing an approachable explanation

of advanced statistical concepts for students who struggle with existing texts.  in various roles in the biopharmaceutical business including statistical programmer, statistical
consultant, statistical scientist, and director of data management and biostatistics.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
September 2018: 235 x 156: 608ppChapman and Hall/CRC
Hb: 978-1-584-88939-7: £69.99Market: Statistics
eBook: 978-1-584-88940-3September 2018: 254 x 178: 350pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781584889397Hb: 978-1-498-76979-2: £100.00

eBook: 978-1-498-76980-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498769792
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Principles of Scientific MethodsMultistate Models for the Analysis of Life History

Data Mark Chang
This book focuses on the fundamental principles behind
scientific methods. The author uses concrete examples to explain
principles. He also uses analogies to connect different methods
or problems to arrive at a general principle or common notion.
The book explores how the principles of scientific methods are
not only applicable to scientific research but also in our daily
lives. It shows how the scientific method is used to understand
how and why things happen, make predictions, prevent
mistakes, and solve problems.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Richard J Cook and Jerald F. Lawless, University of Waterloo, Canada
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability
This book will describe a variety of statistical models useful for the analysis of data arising
from life history processes. Attention will be paid to models useful for the study of chronic
diseases to better understand the dynamics of the disease process, the effects of fixed and
time-varying covariates, and the use of models for prediction. Observation of the full course
of processes for individuals in a study is typically incomplete, so methods of analysis must
address this. This book will cover methods for analysis when process data are right -censored,
left-truncated or interval censored.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
June 2018: 235 x 156: 400pp December 2017: 234x156
Hb: 978-1-498-71560-7: £77.00 Hb: 978-1-138-46944-0: £145.00
eBook: 978-1-498-71561-4 Pb: 978-1-482-23809-9: £36.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498715607 eBook: 978-1-482-23810-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469440

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Self-Controlled Case Series StudiesMultivariate Kernel Smoothing and Its Applications
Paddy Farrington, Open University, UK, Heather Whitaker, The Open University,
Department of Mathematics & Statistics, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, United

José E. Chacón, Universidad de Extremadura, Departamento de Matemáticas, Badajoz,
Spain and Tarn Duong, University of Paris-North - Paris 13, Computer Science
Laboratory, Villetaneuse, France Kingdom and Yonas G. Weldeselassie, The Open University, Department of

Mathematics & Statistics, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, United KingdomThis book gathers together some recent advances in multivariate kernel smoothing, and
its applications related to novel statistical analysis techniques for data sets from current Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
research topics. It is aimed at an audience who wishes to gain an overview of the state of
the art of data smoothing, by providing a solid theoretical context for empirical data analysis.

The self-controlled case series (SCCS) method is an epidemiological technique, similar to
cohort and case-control studies, where cases are used as their own controls. It is flexible,

Chapman and Hall/CRC easy-to-use, and can lead to substantial cost-saving in comparison to other methods. The
Market: Statistics method has grown in popularity in the epidemiology literature in the last twenty years,
August 2018: 235 x 156: 300pp and has a wide range of applications. This book presents an overview of the methodology,
Hb: 978-1-498-76301-1: £77.00 illustrated through many examples and case studies. R software is used for all analyses,

with code and data available on a supplementary website.
eBook: 978-1-498-76302-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498763011

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
July 2018: 235 x 156: 250pp
Hb: 978-1-498-78159-6: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-498-78160-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498781596

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Statistical Approaches in Oncology Clinical
Development

Nonparametric Methods in Statistics with SAS
Applications

Edited by Satrajiit Roychoudhury, Novartis and Soumi Lahiri, GlaxoSmithKline,
Philadelphia, USA

Olga Korosteleva
This classroom-tested book teaches students how to apply
nonparametric techniques to statistical data. It starts with the
tests of hypotheses and moves on to regression modeling,
time-to-event analysis, density estimation, and resampling
methods. Along with exercises at the end of each chapter, the
text includes various examples from psychology, education,
clinical trials, and other areas. Complete SAS codes for all
examples are given in the text. Large data sets for the exercises
are available on the author’s website.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Biostatistics Series
Oncology is a rapidly developing area in medical science. A significant investment in terms
of costs, resources and time is required for oncology drug development. Understanding
of the challenges at all stages is vital for a successful drug launching. The purpose of this
book is to provide an overview and practical solutions to some of these challenges which
are commonly observed during setting up, conducting and reporting of oncology studies.
This book will cover a wide variety of topics related to common challenges in cancer clinical
trials across different stages of drug development.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
September 2018: 254 x 178: 400pp

October 2017: 234x156 Hb: 978-1-498-77269-3: £100.00
Hb: 978-1-138-46945-7: £145.00 eBook: 978-1-498-77270-9
Pb: 978-1-466-58062-6: £51.99 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498772693
eBook: 978-1-466-58063-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469457
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TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Theory of Stochastic ObjectsStatistical Methods in Psychiatry and Related Fields
Probability, Stochastic Processes and InferenceLongitudinal, Clustered, and Other Repeated Measures Data

Athanasios Christou Micheas, University of Missouri,
Columbia, USA
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science
This book defines and investigates the concept of a random
object. To accomplish this task in a natural way, it brings together
three major areas; statistical inference, measure-theoretic
probability theory and stochastic processes. This point of view
has not been explored by existing textbooks. One would need
to use one book on Real Analysis, one on Measure and/or
Probability theory, one in Stochastic processes, and at least one
on Statistics to capture the detail and depth of material that has
gone into this text.

Chapman and Hall/CRC

Ralitza Gueorguieva
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Interdisciplinary Statistics
This book presents, at a non-technical level, several approaches
for the analysis of correlated data: mixed models for continuous
and categorical outcomes, nonparametric methods for repeated
measures and growth mixture models for heterogeneous
trajectories over time. Separate chapters are devoted to
techniques for multiple comparison correction, analysis in the
presence of missing data, adjustment for covariates, assessment
of mediator and moderator effects, study design and sample
size considerations. The focus is on the assumptions of each
method, applicability and interpretation rather than on technical

details.

Market: StatisticsChapman and Hall/CRC
January 2018: 254 x 178: 377ppMarket: Statistics
Hb: 978-1-466-51520-8: £69.99November 2017: 254 x 178: 352pp
eBook: 978-1-466-51521-5Hb: 978-1-498-74076-0: £77.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466515208eBook: 978-1-498-74077-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781498740760

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Statistics in the Health Sciences
Theory, Applications, and Computing

Albert Vexler and Alan Hutson
This book is a compendium of biostatistical methods, ranging
from simple graphical methods through bootstrap strategies to
modern techniques. The emphasis is on applying the methods
to various problems in medicine and epidemiology, but with
sufficient mathematical rigor in describing the theory and
methods. The book is full of detailed worked examples and case
studies, software implementation (in R and SAS), exercises and
exam questions, and student projects. It can be used as a course
text in a graduate program in biostatistics for a second course
in biostatistical methods, or by researchers in the field.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
January 2018: 235 x 156: 394pp
Hb: 978-1-138-19689-6: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-315-29377-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138196896

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Survival Analysis with Interval-Censored Data
A Practical Approach with Examples in R, SAS, and BUGS

Kris Bogaerts, Kiostatistical Centre, Leuven, Belgium, Arnost
Komarek and Emmanuel Lesaffre, Biostatistical Centre,
Leuven, Belgium
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Interdisciplinary Statistics
This book describes methods and software implementations for
the analysis of interval-censored data. The authors present the
theoretical background for all methods and apply the methods
to real data sets. They also provide the R, SAS, and WinBUGS
code for all the examples, enabling readers to modify the code
and use the methods to solve their own practical problems. In
addition, most of the data sets used in the text are available
online.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
November 2017: 235 x 156: 584pp
Hb: 978-1-420-07747-6: £49.99
eBook: 978-1-420-07748-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781420077476
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Dynamic Documents with R and knitr, Second
Edition

Yihui Xie
Suitable for both beginners and advanced users, this popular
book makes writing statistical reports easier by integrating
computing directly with reporting. Reports range from
homework, projects, exams, books, blogs, and web pages to
virtually any documents related to statistical graphics,
computing, and data analysis. This edition includes a new
chapter on R Markdown v2, changes that reflect improvements
in the knitr package, and several new sections. Demos and other
information about the package are available on the author's
website.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
October 2017: 234x156
Hb: 978-1-138-46963-1: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-498-71696-3: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-498-71697-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469631

2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Reproducible Research with R and R Studio, Second
Edition

Christopher Gandrud
This second edition incorporates the most important advances
that have been developed since the first edition was published,
including new packages, improvements to R and RStudio, and
changes to GitHub and Dropbox. The book brings together the
skills and tools needed for doing and presenting computational
research. A practical reproducible research workflow enables
you to gather and analyze data as well as dynamically present
results in print and on the web. Supplementary materials are
available on the author’s website.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
October 2017: 234x156
Hb: 978-1-138-46964-8: £145.00
Pb: 978-1-498-71537-9: £52.99
eBook: 978-1-498-71538-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781138469648
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
Computing Financial Derivatives
A Finite-Difference Approach
Sweta Rout-Hoolash, AISM Ltd., Grand Bay, Mauritius and Choi-Hong Lai, University
of Greenwich, London, UK
Series: Chapman & Hall/CRC Numerical Analysis and Scientific Computing Series
From basic to exotic options, this volume describes accurate and efficient numerical
solutions to the options pricing problem. It presents state-of-the-art developments in
option pricing along with discretization techniques, numerical algorithms, distributed
algorithms, and practical applications of these methods to real-world examples. The book
offers a detailed description of mathematical modeling as well as a focus on implementation
and results. Additional topics covered include Cartesian meshes, non-uniform time-stepping
routines, and semi-Lagrangian time integration schemes.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics/Finance
August 2018: 235 x 156: 268pp
Hb: 978-1-420-08264-7: £69.99
eBook: 978-1-420-08265-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781420082647

Dummy text to keep placeholder
High-Performance Computing in Finance
Problems, Methods, and Solutions
Edited by M. A. H. Dempster, University of Cambridge & Cambridge Systems
Associates, UK, Juho Kanniainen, Tampere University of Technology, Finland, John
Keane, University of Manchester, UK and Erik Vynckier, AllianceBernstein, UK
Series: Chapman and Hall/CRC Financial Mathematics Series
This general book on high-performance computing in finance is academically and
pragmatically relevant as it is built around real-life challenges. The text covers the newest
techniques such as automatic differentiation, dataflow, and large scale computation for
Basel III, Solvency II, and stochastic programming. With illustrative success stories in the
use of high-performance computing in the finance and insurance industries, the book
imparts the wisdom of adopting this method of numbers crunching to achieve business
goals.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Mathematics
March 2018: 235 x 156: 614pp
Hb: 978-1-482-29966-3: £130.00
eBook: 978-1-482-29967-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781482299663
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Empirical Likelihood Methods in Biomedicine and
Health
Albert Vexler, The State University of New York, Buffalo, USA and Jihnhee Yu, The
State University of New York, Buffalo, USA
Empirical likelihood (EL) is the nonparametric equivalent of the powerful parametric
likelihood methodology. There have been many research advances in EL since the classic
Chapman & Hall/CRC book by Owen that publised in 2001. This book presents an overview
of recent EL methods with a particular focus on applications in medical and epidemiological
studies. It includes all the necessary theory with lots of examples to illustrate how the
methods can be applied. Software code in R will also be provided.

Chapman and Hall/CRC
Market: Statistics
May 2018: 235 x 156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-466-55503-7: £77.00
eBook: 978-1-351-00152-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.crcpress.com/9781466555037
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